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AN EYE-WITNESS 
AT THE 
WRECKERS TRIAL 
WORKERS LIBRARY W BUSHERS 
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PROLOGUE ' 1  I .. 
I I ,  
I ARK the day-November ng, I 936. M You wil l  want m remember this infamow &@ 
when you tell your ~ d c h i ~  about the events af the 
' p&ent h e .  It was the day on which the Japanese gmenb 
ment, dominated by a militarist-fasdst clique, and the 
man government, dominated by the barbarow Nazi thw. 
signed the now notorious "AntiComhtern Pact". 
The signing of the pact was in truth only the e t e t i o g  
of a fact which was evident for mme years previously. 
Cooperation between Nazi Cemhny and the faxiat dl. 
tarist Japan against the forms of progress, d e m v  and 
sdalism began immediately upon HiWs Cxrming to power. 
In the balauoe of wwld politics, the h e  of Hitler to 
power in Germany added weight to that side which stood 
for the rule of the worst mkber and o p p e v e  sections of 
finance capital in every part of the world. 
Japan, smgthmed by this, openly and with great vigor 
began her efforts m dominate the Pacific. Her srrmia seized 
the Manchurian areas of China and set up her own puppet 
government. She invaded the northern provinces of China 
proper; she made a r t s  to penetrate into the Ynngtu: 
Valley region with her military forms; she began to speak 
openly of invading the territory of the People's Republic 
of Mongolia and of the Soviet Union. The years following 
recorded an almost uninterrupted series of invasions by 
small provocative Japanese m i l i t v  bands of the U.S.S.R., 
the Western Maritime and Amur provinces and Outer 
Mongolia (Mongolian People's Republic)). 
With each new m u l t  upon a peace-Ioving w I e ,  Japan 
looked with glee at Europe to see her w i v e  war actions 
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or mother powert- Jqpan sapported the 
saw ob the other capitalist p;w- 
colonies and haRd thean over to 
H i W s  agpmion in the lldtic 
W?arists mufd. have m o n ,  p h  p and shrapnef. 
, , Fmkt ItrJp received out of this bargain a blank author- 
&.* from the other tyvo rubbers to, make her now well- 
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.AWemeht of in &RL 
,twlmmiBts* But in 
d & m r y ~ t d t h @ m k ? , i t W a S ~ t h s ~ ~  - 7  
. ~ n o t n e e d r h t M p e f . J ~ e n ~ c t h e ~ ~  
fo- within its own rnuntry. Arrd. J 4 p  and I d y  i - 
iti a similar pdioxi .  +Without any f o n d  pas, the @ice 
&dI ofthe apitdht ~ t r i ~ h w i ~ n g ; ~ ~ ~  q@m 
all working rlaa Ieadm who trhd to forge an internathd 
momnear of w1Wty tu dehd the intemzats of the p m  
ducem F o r E h i a , n o s @ d p a m i s ~ ,  
But it W ~ I  ~ ~ w l y  r e c u p i d  tkt . the oE&alg pub 
IMed pact was, in k t ,  q co;ver for.tEre~mddon of a 
military a l l h m  againat civhtim d p p e a ~  
The prepmtians for milimy agp&w by these three 
fad& countria, and espwidy tlpe -.&id Ger- 
many and Japaw haw W a  v i e d  by yem of sink- 
, ter i n w e  @a& &wy & w n ~ q  hi the work Pmb. 
ably not 1 per cent of their d v i t i a  h. been mcoveped. 
But now and then the en& world, d pardeukly the 
naive d easyeiqg b m q p I s  liberats, zre stadstamled by the 
0mmp of some isdated a@* *t which ihrows, 
light om rhe daik impetidkt 
- f s n ' t : ~ t o o h a t ~ w h t h e ~ ~ e o f t h e w ~ l d  
awoke one ztmming to d k w e r  that Cemmh Fwnm and 
Mola (two fascist gmerah tolerated by a dmwcmic gov- 
mmt} wed t W r p 1  t o l M  a8emw-t with 
G m m q  mil Italy to ovmhmv demmmq in Spain and 
mtablish a fadst x&md The peopIe60f Spain am n m  
paying' fa@ not being alert to to this intrigue in their 
L e s d r a m a e i c , b u t n o b s i g n i k n t a a d w a m m e b  
quently, m p  up mare Individual -, d 
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I ~ ~ . ~ ~  was startled 
s u p p e d y  mwted OGWl 
tative of German. 
Obemt. The uial 
thefaathat 
Bad so saturated England with iu spying 
t the British government was 
occurrences tmk'plaee in the United 
but, b c t e r i a i d I y ,  instead of Germany being the 
'protagonist, Japan took the role, There was, for 
-k the aae of a high o h  of rhe American navy, 
Farmworth, who worked with the Japanme military and 
M foras, as had BaillieStewart with Germany. That the 
United Stam government was f o r d  to make an open stand 
against J a p  in the Farmworth cage signified what is 
-on Zcllow1dge to almost every mident of the West 
Wt of the United States-that Japan is spending a gmd- 
shed fortune every  ye^ for spying and provocative activi- 
ties in the entire Pacific, and particularly on the West Coast 
of the united Stam. 
Witbin the past few years, numerous trials of such Nazi 
qionage d wreckhg rmgentai took place in France, Spain, 
~ m l o v a k i a ,  Lithuania and other countries. There were 
numerous exposum of tbe activities of the notorious Ges- 
tapo agents, eupedalIy in the Benhold Jacob kidnapping 
GEE in Swiudmd and in the Barcelona disclosure of the 
d i v e s  of the Nazi Bureau in Spain. 
The activitk of Heas, Hitter's deputy "Fuehrer", have 
dread? been consiilembly M b d  in the h k  The Brown 
Nttwwk.  This book names the majority of the 2450  paid 
Nazi Gestapo mpionage and wrecking agencar a b d .  I t  
a h  establishes that Germany maintains an auxiliary appa- 
ratus abroad of over ~o,ooo spies. Through its "foreign 
policy d5& beaded by Roseukg in Munich and the 
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d e t e d b y t h e " I r o n G u d " , a ~ ~ , w  
~ ~ 3 e F h . T h e A ~ a n ~ ~ D o ~ m  
m u d m d b y t h e M a t i e . B a P t h o u o f F r s t n c e m d h e ~  
of Jugosavia were ~~~ by the N d  subsidii or- 
gadmion 'rJswhi" in Sepmber* &- Tbe m* 
espionage and wre&ng by the wwM nect~oak of Nazis and 
their agents and dIie in the Soviet Union will be dealt 
with mom extensively in tbe gubquent chapters, 
The world knows that it is on the brink of a new war, 
and in hat howl+ the kmerican people should awake 
and lose their mmpkenq. T%e &id encmia of the 
American people in tbe event of s war am the mi2itdst- 
hcht  cliques who d-nate Japan a d  Hi& aswins 
who dominate Germany and their champbns at home. Haw 
' 
we forgotten the amon, marder and weding which were 
d e d  h g h  within our borders folluwhg the outbreak 
af- the h t  World War in xglg (at that time, uPder the 
p o d  laadetabip of Van P a p ,  me of the bii figura 
in the pmmt HitIer government)? The unholy trinity who 
joined in the "Anti4mnhtern Pact'' w i i  make Von Papea's 
''Blzdc Tom" explasions and other amtmphes Imk puny 
- u n h  we stop it ROW! 
The ddd object of the intripes i~ the Union of Swier 
Sodalist RepubUa As was dearly damn in the worM- 
: I  bus trial of the sodled 41PamUel Cawr" in Mmmw, 
held- Jmuaryo~ tow, andas w e p o i l l h i n  this brief 
Wklet,  German a d  Japanme i n w e  >in the pepamtion 
.of war weat fmhm in the U2XS.R than in my other 
connuy. This is not>m accident. It h -use the U.S.S.& 
is the bulwark of peaee, the chief obtade to fascist war 
 aim^ If the Mta were not b a b l l y  succwfuI-it is be4 
cause the 3 d e t  peoples we!re and a x  vigilant against 
* Wt Americans can karn from this. 
But, while nm basidly a n ~ u l ,  fa&m did find allies 
and agentwin the U.S.S.R. Didn't Jesus suffer Judm? Didn't 
wt?stdEer d r  Benedict Arnold and h n  Bum? Bn't Spain 
mfkriqj Frando d a y ?  Hasn't China her Henry Pu-yi? 
1 
The M e t  Union haa ita Txouky and hi satellitmi. 
Among rfro,ooo,ooo people i t  is not impossible to 6nd some 
to be traitors to their country and to humanity. 
The dramatic story of the frusmtion of their betrayal 
to the wodd aemork of kcism i s  told in the follming 
PaP. 
T HE Soviet W o n  hardly has a, e l t l  in any* .of b e  world in its vast apenditum for safety mwsimm 
in industry a d  in 5ct, until the early "30s the Soviet Ud011 
was able to boast an h m t  total a- of serious iisdw 
trial accidents, i hininoing in 1938, hwevw, particularly in thrre ipdw 
trie+railway, coal mining and chedal i n d u s t r i ~  cm- 
siderabIe number of sudden, unexplained and ~ t m w  
"aaddmts" occurred. 
Inquiries were set at; twt* some people, hold- 
ing leading @b  '- i n d d ~ s ;  who were glib with 
explanations as to @ af the '"aoddents". The "speed 
of indwarializartion was too mpid", the "Russian w m k  
is clumsy", etc, e t ~  But although none of the explanations 
was convincing, yet no mud evidene which might pro- 
vide a basis fox a better exphation was forthcoming. 
Quietly, however, the authorities in the Soviet Union am- 
tinued to investigate 
Some of t h e  "accidtints" took a terrible toll. Consider 
3 one of Shumikha, a town on the South Urals Railways. This railway was one of t h e  which seemad plagued by a curse, On October ng, 1985, a vain filled with young Red Army 
troop (all born in the year 19 13) was running at the earn- 
parativdy low rate of a5 miles an 'hour. Everything d
n o d .  The Red h y  men, in their usual spirited manner, 
were singing folk and army songs d indulging in play 
common to s happy peaple at the age of *a. Suddealp the 
train was slightly jarred. Many of the men notid that 'n 
9 
hdbeamitchedtoanotbed~;lckbut tookit f o r p t e d  
that this waa as it &OUM k, Suddenly there was a tremen- 
dous and sickening crash. cars were  pi^ one on another I 
in the horrible -. The scene that ensued was beyond 
m p t i o n .  Just as w ~ r n  as order was reetablidwd a count 
& w e d  that twesty-nhe Bed Army men had been killed 
a d  twenty& scriou~lyr injured. Inmtigation of what 
h a p p e & - w  that, for no reason at all and mot in 
acco&ce a what should have been done, this traiu had 
from its own rradr onto Track 8 and had 
mahd into a mainload of ore which waa parked there, 
Many miles away, Kniazev (remember the name), chief 
of tB& South Utals Railway, grabbed a fast train and 
nwkd to the m e  of the disaster. He surveyed the wreck- 
q@ d t h ~  vi& with a d eye, mumufed something 
about "h~estigation", climbed back into his special train 
and d e p r ~ L  An investigation a short time later brought 
out that mior switchman Koleanikov bad ordered appren- 
tioe Chudinow, apparently without reason, to turn switch 
14 which diverted this troop train to Tmk 8, causing the 
d h s ~ e r .  The p v m n t  took numerous measures so as 
to prevent a recurrence of such an "accident". A number 
of p p l e  hefd to be responsible were arrested, tried and 
P- 
But it was clear that everything was not weIl. 
Evergone realized that &hgs were not well, especially 
becaw on this mute abne in the years 1935-36 a total of 
at least sixty-three people were killed in similar disasters 
and lgp i n j d  
In Decunber, 1955, there was a at YakhjndJst- 
m v .  
In February, 1936, there waa a wreck at Yedinover- 
Berd* 
The staggering fact was goon u x 1 0 v ~  that during the 
three years 193436 indusive there had been the unhliev- 
able n& of 1 , ~  minor atEd major railroad w r e ~ h p .  
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A U d t h e m ~ c e r c d m a ~ ~ r n f o u r ~ n e & T h i s  
in itaelf made the facts exmmely smpicku. 
Some "accidents'* seemed  for &amp4 nu- 
m a u s  pmsure pups did not work properly; the - 
. exploded and blew enginem into bits, a h ,  of come, GUW 
iag wredts on the train. 
But these "aacidenzs" were not limited to miha& In 
' the two allied industries coal and &emid, 8 i d k 1 y  au- 
merous disastrous "accidents" o m u d  At Kanmovo, in 
the U d  Mountains* for txample, e, expexplaion ocEurred in 
the Centml mine which killed ten mim and injured bur- 
teen. At another time young children of the minm were 
pla 'ng at being miners. One of them grabbed a b t l  r an pretended to dig when suddenly a thunderous a- 
pIosion occurmi Ten dldren  w m  instantly kiIled. An in- 
vestigation which followed subsequently sbowd that dyna- 
mite had beg. d w d  in the chiMrm's.phygmund for no 
understandable masam a d  h@ q1oded as we have al- 
ready dadbed. 
The chemical Wuaq d ta be mother pkgued 
spot. The huge plant at Gor10vka, $or mpnple+t nitrogen 
fertilizer combinat-had -7 dissuvou~ explosions, the 
womt in November, 1935, with numerous dead and injured. 
In the first week of April, 1934, an engineer by the mum 
of Bophimov walked into the d c e  of the conetruction 
chief in tbe Ku~netsk coal basin, named Shestov, and rp 
ported that the way the construction work was going on in 
his mines, he w sure tBere were wreelters at work. It is 
, interesting that &ya&mov himself was a former wrecker 
who had ken convicted, but had made mccmful &am to 
"quare" h i d f  in the hterats of his country, his family 
end his own future. He was, in htx one of the best liked 
engineem when he had what was to prove for him rt fatal 
interview with the chid of mmtrmion, ,&emv. 
He pointed out to S k t o v  thsrt mine shafts were sunk 
in the wrong p h ,  the ventilation system was not being 
properly. built, etc etc.tow lhtmd with great attenhe 
mess to engineer w, b a k e d  .him for hh infurma- 
tion and aid: "1 wi l l  takq mebms-but k p  t h i s  under 
your Hat for a few dap udil >we' akn make a private investi- 
.gation." ~yruhimw lefe fdmg &&d that the had done 
his duty* It is p i b l e  that he wondered how it was that 
an e d u d  nkam >like ;the chid k q g h a  of tbe mine, 
SrroiIwj 'had Waved sueb obviously M t y  plans to be 
d e d  - 1 
d a F W . *  Bbya&imov was found dead in a ditch 
a l a k  tk:d which.Ied from th r a i l 4  station to the 
main purt of the town of Pmbpye~sk, An invegtigation 
s h W d  that he was going home f m  the railroad stat ion 
In a hrrree and small buggy when suddenly an automobile 
drivitkg at a very faft rate bit the horse and buggy and 
I 
BLiW tbrk engineer. 
"A&!t~]t8-" of manother kind occurred in other parts of 
rhe Sovkt Unioa For example, a large copper plant, Sred- 
'Ud-Medstmi, was being built in the Urals. In this plant , 
amounts of money w e *  squaadereci; construction was . 
held np. Contm~ to replations, newly established 1 
town wan brought very dose to the plant, although the 
health authorities specifically forbade it in camideration 
of'the fact that it would endanger the health of the in- 
habitants. The chief of mmtmction at this plant. Yulin, 
and hia s u m ,  Z h d o v ,  did not s e e m  particuIarIy u p t  
. 
by the aimation. The whole idea of Sd-Ural-Medstroi was 
to combine metdiurgi~~l and &emid  units in order to 
create an industrial combiiat. Soon it was discovered &at 
.oonstruction on the chemical unit had never been begun. 
In fact, i t  had been transferred to the cencral administra- 
don of the chemid industry, which was headed by a man 
by the name of Ratairha%, where it was 6ndly buried, 
A -building pIant was king constructed in- the U&. 
The chief of eoaaruuction was a man by tbe name of Mmrrya- 
ah. Vast amouno of mouey were appropriated by the gov- 
1 P 

gommmmt pmgram of cossmction of industry d ex- 
pansion of cconomy and tofthe politid me of the Com- 
munist Party of che S d t a  Union tried to utilize earlier 
"accidents" su& as these aswpmem agahst the Paxtyand 
the Soviet Union. They d d  that the "accidents" occurred 
h u s e  of the too stub- and relenth drive of the 
Communist Patty d thd Soviet Union for indwtrializa- 
tion; that if rhis drive were given up, if economic con- 
~truction were pnt at a much dower pace, .such didasters , 
could be avoided. There were numerous groups: the 
'Trourky'* group, the "Bukharin'* group, the "Zinoviev" 4 
grorrp, Ehe " U k "  group, etc. These group had fought ' . 
a g h ~  the Communist Party and its leadership and againat 
the government. Althuugh there were slight differences 
aaroag them, they were united in one thing-their hostility 
to the &rts to industrialize the country and to build .' 
Sinw their hostile activities, to the government seemed 
b be limited to theoretid and political criticism, and the 
o q p h t i o n  of **factions" for spreading their wrong ideas, 
the answer to them by the responsible leaders of the gov- 
einment and the Communist Party was stlso limited to argu- 
ment and explanation a d  to mild me- aimed to 
n t t e r  the factionalists and make it difficult for them to 
operate. After 198 1 ,  these opposition groups did not speak 
out openly at all! 
At that time there was no LnowIedge of their Dr. Jekyl- 
Mr. Hyde chamccer, of the true connection between the 
L 4 
subsequent wave of "accidents" and their polilical program, 
CHAPTER II 
I NSOFAR a~ the structure of the Soviet government prr, vides for a single o k h l  and legal head, that mas in 
VhdmIav Molotov, Chairman of the Coundl of People's 
commkm. H e  is one of the mast popular figures in the 
Soviet Union. He is m&t and unassuming. He feels most 
greatly honod when he is called the comrade-in-arms of 
the unchallenged and m t  beloved liviag leader of the 
Soviet peoples-and many people beyond its borders- 
Joseph Scalin. 
In September, 1934, Molotov was riding in his autome 
bile {as mual without any such escorts as we are accustomed 
to in the United Staterr) on the road to Novosibirsk, which 
is a town located in the heart of the area where the moat 
numerous "accidents" were taking phe .  Suddenly a mr 
coming from the oppite direction setmed to sweep down 
on MoIotov's d i n e .  At the last moment, however, it 
swerved away. Molotov's car was "side-swiped" and hurled 
into a ditch. Molotov sulkred contusions and scratchm. 
Modest as he was, he himseIf did not, and he did not dlow 
anyone else, to make a great fuss over the incident. Nwer- 
thekss, it was noted by proper authorities and an invatiga- 
tion as to the chumstan- of the "accident" was made. 
This proved to be the prelude1 
: Another dose mmradein-arms of Jmph Stalin was Sergei 
Mironwich Kirov. K i m  was a real man of the massea H e  
came from a poverty-stricken family in one of the Russian 
provinces. Early in childhood he lmt his parents. He was 
adopted by his grandmother, He, his two sisters and his 
grandmother l i v d  on three rubles a month. Despite this 
15 
handiap, he. studied and succeeded in entering the K a n  
Mechanid and TechnicaI Schml. Here he beakme a rwe 
Iutionarg aria for thirty yea& following remained a loyal, 
devoted and very popular 66mmmiat leader of the people. 
H e  was an abIe o r p h ~ & d  had a developed and skilled. 
political understanding. 
The maws loved him for his richkm of spirit. H e  had a 
Emling for m l e  such ;ur Abraham Lincoln had. All the 
maws were hh "folks". His years of dwotd work were 
briqhg him to the v b y  heights-he became a member of 
the Pddium bf the Gentral Executive Committee of the. 
Unipn d Soviet Malist Republics. (Although we have no. 
equivalent in the Arrreriatn government, it a n  be con- 
sider$ quiden& to one held by leading government 
&W}, and a member of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party. H e  found joy in his work, joy not merely 
in hh MdaI authority but in his work with the maws and 
in the esteem and love which the m s c s  held for him. In 
speaking before one of the Party Congresses after discuss- 
ing the pmbIems, the weaknases and achievements of their 
woik, he finally exclaimed happily: "How wonderful it is 
to livel" 
On December 1, 1934 at 4 3 7  p.m., Sergei Kirov step@ 
from his office in the building of the Leningrad Soviet 
(fomerIy rhe Smoky Institute of xevolu tionary fame). He,, I 
walked along the Iong aarrow corridor, greeted a pasing 
comrade in his typial hearty manner and hurried to corn- 
plete his duties in the building because he had to prepare ' 
a qmxh that evening before a large body of leading func- ' 
tionaries in Mi. Suddenly, as he passed one of the 
a o a  corridors, an asswin stepped out of the shadow behind 
him, Iifted a revoIver and shot him at the base of the skull 
in the back of his head. 
At 4:go, Sergei Mironovieh Kimv was dead. 
Tbat shot kiUd Kirov-but it was also to blow the lid 
off the most gigantic and sinister conspiracy that any people 
16 
in any part of the world were ever confronted with. When 
the threads of the conspimcy were gwhad, the explana- 
, tion for the murders and crimes, whi& up until then had 
taken p h  hut which had yet to be uncovered and whi& 
w m  passed 0iE as "-', wa# found 
Not only was the murderer ot Kimv, a foul being by the 
name of Nikolayev, aught but thrcough were traoed 
and caught several acore of orhem who were involved, It 
was the quationing of thaw which gave. the hnt dues '4t 
f i d l y  M to the unearthing of all the main features of a 
momtmw conspimy. 
CHAPTER Ill 
T HE thrdb whfch were first pi&ed up from among thotie who were mtd together with the massin 
eventually, several interloclring networks of conspirators. 
Nikolayw led finally to the uncovering of not one, but, 
, 
1n the period immediately following Comrade K i v ' s  
murder it was nemmry to act decisively. Where it could be 
proven beyond a doubt that the arrested were directly, or 
as a~cmmries, involved in the murder, ui& were imme- 
diately and the highest measure 01 social p m  
tection meted out to the guilty. 
Thee were, howwer, incontestably established as the 
" t r i w  men" of the gangs. 
When Zinoviev, Kamenev and other leading opposition- 
ists who were implicated were brought to trial they denied 
having my direct knowledge of the murder of Kirov or of 
any sfmilat. attempts at assassination, They used the old 
trick of a criminal who, when arrested and charged with 
murder-knowing that he is guilty of murder-will plead 
guilty to robbery in an efEort to empe the more severe 
penalty. Zioviev and Kamenev at that trial did get away 
with the plea of being only "moralIy rerspomible*' for the 
murder of Comrade Kirov. 
The people of the Soviet Union by now, however, were 
thoroughly aroused. The authorities vigorously continued 
the investigation. They were spumed in their efforts by the 
extensive sabotage, murder, robbery and wrecking that were 
going on in various partv of the country, examples of which 
we gave in Chapter I. At the end of 1935 the investigators 
mmd their first major success when they uncovered threads 
18 
that finally kd ro 'a c e n d  oganiution-the "Unjted Ter- 
rorist Center" headed by Zinoviw and ZCamenw and d i w -  
ed by Leon Trotsky. All those belon@ng to this center were 
rounded up and brought to trial on Augimt 19 to q& 1936. 
The terrible picture of mhnhdty unf0Ided at that trial 
is, however, not the subject far th is little W e +  The 
transcript of the court proceedings is available to thr>se in- 
terested in the details. Xt is suflicient f o ~  our p v  k
againstthese- . - was established 
About three months later, in one of tbe regions whae 
the instances of wrecking, murder and robbery were mat 
frequent, at Kemerovo in the K m e t s k  industrial basin, 
the second group was brought u, trial. There again a pic- 
ture of the activities of the mmt cbd-bl-, anti-social 
elements, which mid on dmirral activities on a s d e  
. never before known even in ti- d'w, was brought to 
trial. The most cumplea picture, and incidentally the soh- 
tion of b e  wave of "accidents" was unfolded, however, in 
the trial of the third group of those who had been amted, 
in the trial of the Mid "Paralfel. Center'' which occur& 
in Moscow from January %g to 30, 1937. -use one a n  
get the mast rounded true story from this trial, we will 
briefly report the facts. 
We are all the more aided in this by the fact that the 
, evidence accumulated since the murder of K h v  was so 
overwhehing that all of the defendants in the trial of the 
"Parallel Center" confessed. It was quite clear that they 
did not give full confessions. They hid many things, as we 
will show, from the court and the prosecution. Yet the con- 
fessions they did give confirm and eorrerpond to the facts 
already known and the physid evidence available to such 
an extent &at they pmvide a fairly complete d d p t i o t t  
of all the main outlines of the structure, aims and personnel 
of the r0nsph-a~. 
Iation of evidence brought out in the trial, we must p u p  
the defendants: 
There were seventeen defendants. Although all were 
involved in all phases of the criminal activity, for the pur- 
pou of mnvenience in p ~ n t i n g  the material the de- l 
fendants might be divided into three groups, approximately 
as follows, based on the phases of the criminal activity ta 
which they w n f d :  
The Trotskyite leaders, who consisted of Piatakov, W e k ,  
Sokohikov and Serebriakov; the German and Japanese es- 
pionage wts, who were Tmtskyim: T m k ,  Kaiazev, 
I 
Rataichak, Sktov ,  S m i h  G d e ,  Pushin; the Trotsky- 
ite mmurderera and wreckers: Arnold, Livshitz, Murdw, 
Dwbnis, Bogualairky, Norkin. 
Each d &e following chapters, in the same respective 
order as the groupings above, presents the mtounding 
fm established beyond a doubt as to the activities of the 
accm!d. 
CHAPTER IV 
The Mo~trmus Intrigues 
I N DESCRIBING how the conspiracy was hatched, we must d d b e  chiefly the midties of the leaders among 
the accused. These, as we have M y  stated in the pm 
viaus chapter, consisted of four people, three of whom wrap 
the chief negotiators, Phukov, Radelr and S o k o l n i k ~ ~  the 
fourth, Serebriakov, was, judging by their attitude in amrt, 
of aecmdary authority among them. The thre, m well as 
I all the others who were on trial, had had a long record of opposition to the policies of the Soviet government. But 'in 1928 all of them (except M d o v )  had made demn pledges that they would give up their former opposition and disruptive activities and work IoyaUy with alI those trying to built up the eummy of the m t r y  and improve the standard of living of the people. Thew pledges m taken io. g o d  faith and some of the highest offices in the oountrg were entrusted to them. Piatakov was made Assistant W s s a r  of Heavy Industry. The steel, automobile, ar building, coal, chemid and many more important indusuies are under the manage- ment of this department. There is no industrial post in the United States whicb mks so high as does the Commissariat 
of Heavy Industry, Sokolnikov was made ambassador to 
G m r  Britain and later Vice Commissar of Foreign U n  
(which is andogous to the Assistant Secretary of State in 
the U.S.). Radek, by virtue of an editorial post which he 
held on the officid newspaper of the Soviet government, 
Zzvestia, was allowed to e x p m  its views on foreign afhira 
and thus became one of the leading Soviet spokmmen, 
What did they do with these poets? Let us begin a de 
P I  
scription of that by followihg the &ions. Piatakov ! 
tesei6ed in the morning -ion a£ January 23, 1937, as 
follows: 
I 
"In i g ~ i  I, was on &BIJ busin& (as Vice tkmmhw of 
Hmvy Industry) in Berlin. Siullancoudy with me were -1 
Tmtakyitm i r r c l u d i n g , ~ ~ ~  and Loginov. . . . Xn the middle 
of the sum me^ of 1881, in Balin, Smirnov told me that the 
ToPtskyirestrrrg%s against the Switt $o-ent and the Party 
1~11dcmhig wan bping resumd then with new f m .  That he, 
SmZrwv, had a meeting ia Berlin with Trouky'a mn kh, 
wtro W g l y d  ldm on T r o u k y t  W E  new insmctiom to the 
e w ' t k t  the alara wthd of struggle had to be a b a a d d ,  I 
t h a t r i i t l a a s t e ~ o f s t r u g g l e c ~ b c e m p l o y e d ~ ~ m c l h d  w 
of t m  and, M he c x p d  hfmself then, the metbd d 
- p ~  to t+c mtnsuree d the Soviet gommment. . . . H e  
~ l d  q@t Scdo~ had b m  very anxious to meet me and Irt in 
E own name neommcnded to me to meet Qedov aim SEdov P s@al tvmmhfon for me from T h e y .  I agreed. to the 
lnWha& . . . 
. W e  m v  and Phtakov] lcnm each othu wry well through 
pact wnmcts. Hc told me h a t  he waa spealring to mme not in 
him own name, but in the name of his father, L. D. Trouky. 
That Trotsky, upon laarniag that I was fa Berlin, had given 
him strict instmcdom to Cind me and me& me personally and 
to talk to me.. . . A f k  this %dm put the quation straight to 
mc 'Trotsky If you, PiaraLw, inmd to join in thh atrug- 
g l ~ '  I gave my ament. Scdov dfdil't bide his great plmure o m  
this. He said Lhat Tmuky had not doubted that despite our dis- 
agreement which had taken plaa at the beginning of I@ bc 
mruld sdH fmd a reliabk cau3dc-9n-arms in me." 
Following the Berlin wqnts, Piataltov returned to the 
- U.S,S.R and recruited, among others, those already men- !' 
timed as I d n g  defendants in this trial. Trotsky am- 
h u e d  to d i p  their advit ia  born Norway through letters 
which he sent at various times to them through pemnal 
m w q e r s ,  such as VIadimir Romm and other$ and at 
least one visit by Piatakov to him in December, 1935. 
According to their confessionsi, they early came to the 
conclusion that they d d  not base shem%elves upon the 
h q e o f w i f m i a g . t b e m d t h a ~ a t a d f a m e r s i n  
the Soviet Union to their pmgmm TI& m fos this 
was, as Trotsky e x p d  it, accdhig ta one of dte con- 
fessiono, that the magses in the Saviet U&& '3flno- 
t i d  bp Stalinist ansuuEtion1'. The most pmbe 8-t 
of their program is- contained in two letters mxt by T d y  
a d  received by Ratiek, the tbet in Mq, 1934, a d  an 
enlargemwt and conkmation of it received in Decem- 
t examination in the morning court &011 .of 
1937, testified that the -tents d the May 
ith the EoUdng points: 
Visbsky,  the State Praacutor, at m examination thq 
asbed: 
" $ o p u ~ i a ~ I n ~ ~ w a r a a d L n ~ t E d I n t h e  
U3S.R. Mag *tsd iu this war? How was i t  stated in 
TrnUky'8 krm?" 
Radek answered: 
"IkCeat in lncvit&ble and it creates the duaeiga for our advuat 
to power. We are thdn intgcsted in hashing the war. Tht 
~ ~ k t h a t w e w m c I n t t m t c d i n ~ t  ..." 
Radek a h  pointed out the contents of the second letter 
e v e d  by him December, 1935: 
"While up to that time Trotrby there, and we bere in M w ,  
1poh of an mnomtc re- on the beds of the Soviet Itate, 
in this [- let& st -1 turn warl indimred. h b  Tbt&f, 
that rbe mull of a *t will II# tbe i d h b i l i t y  
of &mhl ooaassIorrr and deanitcly the Ukdm~. 
. *Q 
~ i t w a r a q u e r r t i o n o Z r b e y w r d ~ o P t b e U & 3 & T b W .  
h o m r b e o o w w m i E p o i n t o ~ o i c w , h e ~ w t b t ~  
o ~ a r e q u m c w d a d e h t : N o t ~ t o g m n i w ~ ~  
triPt mtuprlcm of impmame h h@aU E- but also to 
mrn over, to #U to capitalist Jemmu, objm of emwmic 
~ w h t c h t t q ~ . ' X L o M k y f a m a w r b e ~ d Q g d  
b n d s , t h a r h , ~ o a o E f o 3 . e r g n ~ m l m t k ~ ~ a b  
~ p l a n o a s w o l l W t o r m o l I y r e m n I n i n r h a ~ d r b a ~ ~ .  
Unioa.. . . It c h r  tbat it wm the qoesth of rbc mm- 
lionof cnpitaUm.... 
"fn the politid sphm what w new in this k t m  wm tht 
way rht quesrIon d wm In the letter TlromLy mi& 
Them a n  b no q w t h  a b u t  any dcmcmacy. The working 
dam has Kved through dgbtea yearn of the revoIution pnd I I t h a r a a ~ a p p e r i t e , a n d r b g e w o r l t e r s w i n ~ ~ h w  
b ba rraursed to private hctoriw, partly to atate  M m  whleh 
wlU k in P d t K o n  08 m y  kem~ competIJoll with M g n  
eepital. Tbtr meam that &ere will be an am= wommhg of 
dtemndilimofthe wmkingch .  h In ~ t h c t h ~ m g g l e  
aC tha paor d middle mts agaimt the kulaka wilI k re- 
d And &en, in order to maintain ourselves, a rtrong p w t r  
niu k -, imupcftivc of the fonm w h k h  may aspbe 
it. If yau waot historical analogies, then take tbc an- of 
rhc power oi Napoleolr I, and ponder over tbi1 analogy. 
Nnplcmt I did not mean a restoration-mtoration c;une lam 
-but thh waa an attempt m prcsme the chief gains of the 
rmrlutlon. to pmme what wm m b l e  In Tmbky's letter. 
Ife mild that the master of tht situation, thanks to which 
the bloc could mme hato power, would be hscim, on the one 
aide Gcnaon U, and on the other, militaty Fascism of a 
Far Eastem munay, 
"And rbc new thing in the practical mndusiom wag that it 
w o d d b c a ~ t o r c a c h a s p c d d q r c y n t o n t h i s a e t i v i t y  
-g wih tbat partner mth whow aid a b m  
the bloc could w m  hto pow& 
The point was that the restoration of capitalism, which 
Trotsky Ey ''equalizing the social system of the U.S.S.R. 
with the victorious fascist countria", "was inevitable if we 
[the Trotskyites] wanted to maintain o d v e a  in power at 
all". The parti tion of the U.S.S.R. was concretized as giving 
the Wkraine to Germany and the Maritime and Amur d h  
y 
triets in the Far Eastern &twy of the Soviet Union m I Ivan-  
I "It wan pointed out that it was not to p1m any 
I obmclm in the way of Jv impmialim mqu- 
China. . . . 
"Aboat tbe DanatK and Balkan muntrleq Trotsky wrorc In 
the Icttrr that tht ewkdon of German Eksdsm is plme#dlng 
a n d w ~ t m h i D d e P t h i s e a e t i n a ~ y m y . I t L ~ r h P t I t  
waa a quention of cgsarioa of all oar relatiom with 
slwaldn, which relatiom would be a of that wunw 
[ m p h u t  Gernlan fa&sm]." 
And then - Lhe ''blow& for the A m d m  pople. 
Radekquoted from the program as fdows: 
"In regard to Ja@n, is was said that it mrrr Lo giw 
it not o* Sakhl in  oil but to prod& it with oil in the socr~t 
of w a ~  with Iks USA." 
To put this program in plain blunt English, it amounted 
to this: 
What Trotsky proposed, and his followers agreed to, was 
b t  in the present world situation as between thme coin- 
tries who wanted p c e  a d  t h e  W o n q  fascist gm- 
ernments that wanted war, the Trotskyites would ally them- 
selves with the w- E e m  - &nd Japa~1e~e 
imperialism. This would include dividing up the U.SS.R. 
in favor of Germany and Japan, helping Japan to make 
war on the Ameriau~ people, helping Germany to seize 
Czechoslovakia and turn it into a colony .and helping 
Japan out in the same way with China. Thus Trotsky went 
from advocating counter-revolution in one country to "per- 
manent*' counter-rwolution. "Just as ridiculous as it is for 
Stalin to try to build da l i sm in one country," he told 
Piatakov, 'bo it is ridiculous to Iimit the struggle against 
'5talin to one counuy." 
This isn't a pro- merely hatched in someone's bed- 
room and forgotten. about. 
As testified by the accused Piatakov, in the evenlng corn 
mttjon of January. 23, Trotab in hh discusion with him 
in DcEember, 1935- 
". . . mld me ?W he had oonductsd fairly m y  negotia- 
LBqp. Wtt;h deputy OucluQ of the Garnan Natlmal- 
Party. To bc sue, I cannot my wherher here is any 
v t  &md by him or only an understanding, but Tmtsky 
-ml it dl to me as an existing a p m c n t  which. to be 
WM atiU wbjeet to bdng.put into shape through eerLain 
~ths r  pemna of whom I &all s p k  at the closed -ion of 
the Hal." 
Thus we have the first step of Trotsky's sinister inuigue 
to pat bits pxogram into e k r .  This agreement, according 
to Piatakov's admission, not only contained the points 
which they had incorporated into their pxogram, but also 
others such as Point 5-to develop during war active sub- 
versive work in the military enterprises and at the front. 
This subversive work should be &ed on under Trotsky's 
instructions, but coordinated with the German General 
SlafE. 
Not confining himelf to his personat negotiations with 
~pmentacivcs of fom6gn state abroad* L. Trotsky proposed 
to members .of rhe Parallel Center to establish connections 
with repmentarives of these stata within the U.S.S.R. 
As testified by P i W o v ,  L. Trotsky in his letters to the 
Padle l  Center- 
". . . dcmadcd hem 'iladdr a d  &blnikm, who had the 
n-ry oppxtm!dm, that they should probe fw the - 
mry mtmcta with a&id mprem~twiyc~ d powem, and shwld 
mpprt what he, Trow, Is arrrying out in pracdce:' 
In e c e  with the insmctions of Trotsky, the aG 
d Radek and Sokolnikw etablished mntacta with the 
reprewntatives of the same statm as Trotsky had ahadalready 
' contacted. (In eaeh case where the name of offid foreign 
or governments with whom the Soviet Union main- 
tains diplomatic relations was to be mentioned, it  is cus- 
tomary in all countries for state masons to omit the exact 
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-dwthmymmmiug-m which the 
e x a c t n & d 1 ~ ~ h X @ # c b h & f @ 8 ~ ~ t h k  
w= . ,  m $ tiad were g i v ~ n ~  +,a sarion 
a' the .-, f Jmuarp'ef.) ' . 1  
The accused &d&, duHh ~dd~~&'!h$$&h. & D+ 
-her 4, 1936, #tified chi di \ j '  " '"" ' ' ' 
I 4 I !" 
". . . Trot&@ d o n  that hehadaDataot ig l tk~~ lhd~~ .  
~ € n r n t i ~  PI &a - go-r - DOL qm:id&,-. .,; 
W thh I auld d m  mgsefP h m  ~oawsadafy  wm 
, at diplomatic reapti- in rmse with the d i q  $ 
Adr. - and ath the pr& at- to the - aW&, 
-, a v q  well m v t a ? h d - ' - y .  .. , I  zc: 
"Both d thtm ~autioajy g v e  me m nndnstand tbat , Wb l c *  
- gayemmen: wan in anact with Trotsky/' 11. 
And further: 
1 told Mr. K tbat it was ablutcly Iutile to expect any , 
e n s  kom pbe prerezlt gwernment and t b t  rhe - 
p-cut mn count u p  d m  bmm ' d t f c  poliddam 
in the USSX.', k., from th 'bloc' when thc latter corn= 
to pvm." 
The & c a d  Sokohikov a h  admitted that, caking ad- 
vantage d his position as Assistant Peop1tfs Commissar of 
Foreign AfEah, he, on I, D; Tmskfs imtxuctions, carrid 
on waet negotiations with repramtatives of a certain 
foreign state. 
The d Sokohikov m a :  
t " F O I ~ ~ g o t l ~ O f ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t i O l t l l w J i l m y ~  whm Mr. - and the 1~crctary of the mhion wet'e about m 
kaw, Mr. - ntaycd b e h i d  
"At that time both ~~ had a k e d y  Idt my d8oe. 
Udq chis appmmitp, Mr. -, whib K him to the 
~ ~ ~ ~ a B e w ~ w i I h ~ ~ . - r t n k s d m e :  
'Arc you awm 4at Mr. Trotsky made pmpmb ro 
fF=-=fl 
"I rcpIied: Yw, I am ptd on this.' Mr. - a&& 'What 
& y o u r h i n k d t b e e t ~ ? ' I 1 c p ~ ' I  d d e r r h e K  
propd# #r beofatlaMxedirrgly mimu m a '  
'rnm Mr. - a&& I chh wJy your & opidon?' 
"I rcpIi& 'No, thin Is PlsD the opinion oh my Menda' " 
Thus it was clearly estabhhed by the evidence that under 
Trotsky's ordm and in cooperation with him, Sokohikov, 
Piatakov and Wek entered into a vile treasonable in- 
trigue, betraying the peoples of the U.S.S.R. and for that 
matter of the U.S. and China and Czt?chdo&a and all 
peace and progress Iming people* into the handa d the 
M a r i a n  fasdsts of C;ermsuiy and Japan. 
The intriguers were next faced with the problem of 
W n g  large s u m  of ready cash to pay for the activitim* 
not only of t h e  Tmtskyim in the Soviet Union, but dm 
d the Trotskyitts abnrad. 
How was this to be done? 
F'iatakw hdf~wl  that, in his conversation with Trotsky's 
son, Sedw, 
"5adw A d  that I piatakov] was requid to do ady one . 
thing, to give aa many ordm as pmsible to the two German 
h, Borsig aad Demag, while he, Stdov, would Eome to mm 
about realving from them rhc nccewry sums. oonsiderIng 
that I would not bargain abut  price with them wry much. 
If tbb thing wm to be dedpked, it ma dear that the ex= 
prim on Soviet orden that war to be added would b turned over 
In lull or in prt into tbc bands of Tromky." 
The viciousness of this aspea of clw intrigue bec- 
all the more shocking when one knows who these fim are. 
Let US take the Borsig firm, for exsunpIe. Under the 
Kaiser; Borsig was one of the great munitions manufacturers 
-a dose Griend of h p p .  Borsig formerly had a monopoly 
in certain branches of armamenb. But his firm languished 
under the Weimar Republic When in ofke the Centrists, 
Catholicr, Social-Demmts, not to speak of Communists, 
and all others, except the Nazis, conducted their govern- 
mental affairs so that this firm would not benefit under their 
m e e  The German railroad workem especially hated 
s8 
[ Borsigbeaurofh*q*,pr;*nedthe,*.tMldm 
of the railmad industry. For, both in munitions d in 
, r a h d s ,  brsig's mtbh  anti-labor Qolicy and his pro- 
motion of h e  Nazi xu0v-t w. h h  the hostility of 
every p q p s i v e  thinking person in . c p y Y  It was only 
after Hitler came into p e r  that Borsig qph became what 
he is today-one d the leading munitiom maaufitctuvgs 
of the country. 
it was with this Bar@ mat Ehat Trotsky's ma. WY, 
came to an nt to finance their & o q , , a t i -  
labor, ati-=ter-rpolutiomry intrigues by b4g0 
the prices on Soviet ordea raised and getting a raked-  
It is -&tic of the situation &at this type of arrange- 
ment is identical with the deals that the Nazi movement 
through Hitler had with Thyswn, Krupp and Borsig to 
finance their seizure of power in Germany. 
11 is a h  a significant fact that, at the same time when 
Rudolph Hw, Hitier's deputy fuehrer, was concluding his 
agreement with Tmtaky, Ranberg. HicIer's foreign prop 
aganda minister, conduded an agreement with Hearst .in 
the U.S. which provided for the Nazis payiw to Hearst 
f400,wo a year subsidy (under the gaise rJf "news service*' 
which the Gemam &mdy had through their own and a 
dozen other agencies), under which agreement Heant bqpn 
his great barrage of vilihtion and dander against the 
Soviet Union and all that was and is progressive in the , 
U S  It is during this time also that Hearst o p e d  up thc 
c o l ~  of his papers to the Trotskyites for attacks on the 
Soviet Union. By these and other meas- Hearst a n -  
mitted tmmn against the p p l e  and the government of 
the US. beatuse he helped the Tro~kyi tes  to carry thmugh 
their intrigue with Japan, which aimed to use the resources 
uf the W ~ t e r n  Maritime and Amur prwinoff of the Soviet 
Union, h k h a h  oil and other m u m s  to make war on 
the American people. 
Thus the web of monstrous intrigues against the pmgm- 
n9 
sive thinking people of the world wvPs-spun by ~ m t s ~ g  and 
the Trotskyites, 
From these facts we have a picture of the main features 
of the program of Trotsky and his immediate lieutenants 
of the P d e l  Center. 
Did the connection between the Trotskyites and the Ger- 
man and Japanese militarist cliques xemain a relationship 
only at the top? We will show in the next chapter, by deal- 
ing with the activities of the second group of defendants 
on trial, how they d e d  out in day-today activities the 
pmisions of their masonable program. 
CHAPTER V 
I b ,  ) a  . , ., ;' ' Trddyih Espionage for Roeism . 1 ' 1  I 1  
picture formed by the facts quoted in the ptwiow 
chapter givers a degrading enough view of the activities 
when one studies their confewions in respect to their day- 
today activities. 
Is there P man or woman connected with the l a b  move 
ment in any part of the w~rld so lacking in the red blood 
' of human dignity that their indignation does not rise at the 
thought of the Hider regime and the amit iw  k has mm- 
mitted? Is there a decent citizen of any country in the world 
who can help himself who would have anything to do with 
the Nazi asassins? But Trotsky 4 his satellites who pose 
before the world an devotes m principle and cause- have 
no sauplesi abut colhborating with the Nazis. 
Phtakw, far example, wUs the story of how he came to 
visit Trotsky in 1935. H e  told how Shrwlgh Bukhmmv, a 
Trotskyite living in Berlin, he aame in mntact with a mr- 
tain mysterious "Stirner", This Stirner organized his trip 
to Trotsky. 
"We agreed." admitted Plarakm, "to m e t  the tollowing marn- 
ing at the Temple Hd Airdrome. Early in the d q  I 
appeared right at che enmutee to tht Airdrome; he pmtaky'a 
and who &'a a n h q ? ]  wru standing at the en~an11~  and led 
the way. a t  ht ahawed me a which bad been pre- 
~ f o r m e . I e w m a G e t m a n p ~ . H e M m d f h a d t a k e n  
c p t e d P U r b e u m t a m ~ t i ~ m a l l I b i d t o d o ~ t o ~  
my name. We gotinto.the plant and todr We did not smp 
anywhere and about j pat. we landed at tbe ddmmc in 
Oslo. An automabile was thm. We got into it and drove away. 
We probably rode go minutm and a m i d  at a muntry place. 
3 = 
We gor out and went Into a d l  houw which wm not bady 
hrnM and there I saw Trow, whom I had not seen sina 
1 ~ 8 . "  
Never was the German government so obliging. 
They gave a foreigner a fa l e  passport. No customs formal- 
ities. He crossed the frontiers without stopping and without 
the slightest hindrance. Everything was nice and informal. 
just like the German Nazis- help every tourist who comes 
to Germany. 
P i U o v ,  who srlso pretends devotion to principle, and 
who OIWE daimed devotion to the awe of the working class, 
smk so low h t  he saw nothing wrong when the German 
Nazis mted him as they would undoubtedly treat royalty. 
the q p t s  of Muggohi or the Mikado. 
Thir little act of Phtakov in Germany was but play a 
cornpad with what the Trotskyita did in the Soviet Union 
itself. W e  will just quote gome brief excerpts from the -ti- 
rrsony of those Trotskyita in murt who had come into direct 
o o n W  with foreign expionage seervices in f d 6 h m t  of the 
agreeme8tu macluded by Trotsky, Radek a d  Sokolnikov 
with thme fascist governments. Piatakov, in his examination 
J m q  24, 1987, had mtiiied as to how he carried 
thmgh the directives bpr espionage work: 
"I  -i to my people not to driw ~II wany ditactiorls 
in thdr wreckhg and =pi- work, but to Fancentrate their 
attendon on tbe numbu of IndustFial c n m p r h  with deem= 
and of all-Union d-. On W point I d on moisky's 
imtnrctions: 'to deal blows in mwt sensitive plaaes:" 
The investigation erstablished that under the immediate 
guida;eoe of the Trotskyite Parallel Center a number of the 
a m a d  in the p m t  a Turok, Kniazev, Rataichak, 
Sheetov, Smilov, Grashe, and Pushin, were directly con- 
nected with the chfd agents of the German m d  Japanese 
milimq i n t d p a  -ent systematidly a q h g  on 
espionage for Gerrmrny and Japan and committing a num- 
a n .  
the ~~)untrg. 
W e  must recall that one of the ppinp sf T $ ~ k y ' s  agree- 
ment with the German fascists (ac;aor;digg to, w h t  he tbld 
Pia t a b ) .  was 
". . . to adopt a defeatist attitude in the wat' by 
Gcrmany against the USA%, to inwmify the PE- 
tivitia partidarlp W of miMcay irn- . . . 
to aet on Tmukp"~ bmctfom Pgreed u p  With the Qetmnn 
*mE" 
How this work wm d e d  on in day-today activity m 
best k shown by citing the catimony d the Trotskyite 
espionage agents themdm For example, the desendanc 
I C n i w  testi6:ed in the open burt -ion in the evenSng 
of Januaq 26: 
"I jaIwd the M y i t e  W t t m  h A m ,  1% md I 
atabltahsd eoaabctioas dth the Japan- Ineellipwe m i c e  in 
tkptmbrr. l n A p d l . 1 ~ ,  I r e o d d  a k u a B p m  Mt.X [M 
of J a v  e s p h q c  in that tudtwy] in which he wrote that 
ht waa trading ta London nn diplomatic bud= a d  would 
p +tbro~~gh Smdhmk.  I m Mr. X in the aPia. T h i s  Mr. 
X, with whom f a M y  bad mnneetiom p v i o u d y ,  told me 
r k l a t t h e ~ ~ t i o n ~ ~ a a w o r k L c h t  
hviet Union with LhC btlp ob Japan and it wae at 
~ t t o p o n t a m b v s r i o n , u p e d a U y l t i r ~ ~ o o p  
mi- pmmedIng to the Far EPy in ordQ lo dcmmali# the 
Red Army." 
H e t h e n ~ t t e d t h z t t h e c r i m ~ a l r e a d y ~ b e d i n '  
Chapm I, in of which twentynine Red Army men were 
killed and another twenty-nine serioudy injured, were the 
result of his work And to make the d m e  all the more 
hibus he [XJU that, in order to cover M, he had 
q p h e d  a hmeup of a numbm of i n n m t  r a i W  
workers aad obralnd convictiotls of "guilty" against them 
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on the charge that the "ddent" was c l t d  by their 
negligence. Thin unspkabk skunk also admitted when 
confronted with incontrovertible prod that it was he who 
had organid the & at the Yalrino-Ust-Katav run, as 
well an "accidents" in which, as we have already reported 
in Chapter I, at least sixty-three people were killed and 1% 
injured in wrecks during 1935-36. H e  admitted that he 
had accepted instnactions for activities in &e went of war. 
. . ro M on 6re fircmllitary &or&- and supply points for 
military troop -. In Mr. X pc~slmtly broaEhed 
the qumthn that W t  undertake tbe task o l  not only setthg 
on 5re, but when nccemq even to contaminate with hcta ia  
military a n  WcmM for the tmmgorrntion of trrmp'." 
When questioned by the State Prosecutor, he admitted 
&at he had d w d  15,- rubles through another Japanese 
agent from the J a p e  iateIligence sewice. This low 
creature, it might be recalled here, was entrusted by the 
Soviet government with the post of chief of the Sauth Urals 
Railway. 
Consider the ustimany of T m k .  It will be remembered 
that Piatakov, one of the leaders of the Trotskyite Parallel 
Ccntm, was Vice Gmunhm of Heavy Industry. In chat 
q a c i t y  he appointed a Trotskyite by the name of Maryasin 
(whom we dm have referred to in Chapter I in connection 
with w m & q  activities) as head of Ihe Uml mnsuucrion 
job. M q a h  in turn appointed Tumk as assistant chief 
of operatiom and at the thesame time enlisted him into the 
Trotskyite organktim, In the course of the testimony the 
pmiding judge aked Tumk: 111 
I ,#5' 
"How m y  4 wac o r p d d  by the member8 oi your 
Tmtukyite ~ t l o o r  [id., in cammch l  work4r 
Tvnor: "IluwwthatthaawmeabautqowrrcLsaineethe~ 
codaP19~." d;- 
Rgmrno Jusor PPQ~ VIahSP '\ d+ 
- =werr ,=awymftdgbtPains,anwngthe 
"_- 06 a h  on a -ger trpi.; one w a  -. 
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B i l l a d , f i : ~ ~ r k j a m s d * r r d f t t p e l m a l e t ~ ~ 4 ~  
I-*  J- "our d d ? t b q  ar- 
@-Hen up@ in Ibe pqmw d ~ ~ ! ~  
Tmx " T a % i n & e a a t t r m n a b r ~ M & m ' ~ ~  
t o * , ~ 3 V d m k # p a d M ~ a ~ F -  
@a tuwbt w a p h t  him which dtdndftt&e$hk Ek 
alw a tcmrht ZEC against Kapmd&*hrm, 
l * . A s t h E d h U a g m ~ r h e p e r p e ~ t I o n o t ~ ~ W ~ ~ r C -  
d r a d  a mtdn Mkhtlro, who waa a Ja- w!" 
PREabwJrmcm: " D o y w m l l 6 m y o u r ~ ~ ~ *  
i ~ &  p~ with &C Japanese + Mh % Mt. Yi 
*-1-9" 
~ J W  '1  do.* 
J-: *'Hod n t h  money did you -he k : 
your d e a  to the J a m  intdigaw -+" 
Trwor: "ln February, 1gg5, they bmugbr me MAW rubla' 
Furthsr, the State Pmeatof VkhinsLy put questions to 
the def&idant Tumk about fhc wfedrs' bewet91 &rerdtsv& 
paamp and Sverdlovsk d k h p d  statiw in Maah and 
A@, 1936. and also the wreck at M*, smcion in Sep 
t d ,  1995. Tmk [x)* tbat dl dMm we& were 
o ~ a t t h e o t d e r o f t h e T ~ y i ~ ~ o a * a t t h e  
s a m e t i m e t h e ~ t f o r ~ ~ * o r s r h r c r a r n b y  dm?cold- 
blooded mWdmem mi innocmit'pom. 
ProbabIy the most mId-bladed assassin of all wag the 
Tmt&yitea was a &mcm by the name of .-tov. The 
following ~ t s  h m  hia testimony am d y  give a dight 
indidon of him and his *ark, la his mtimbny in the 
evening d u n  of January 25, he & 
' " h ? ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t l a t ~ t P i m e p a h a t i n t h c  
autamn, at o m  of the Party mdnp, I dcdard my abandon- 
mEnt of TmtBkVlnau. At the a ' b f i t g o l l  I -'the 
a a i r r e ~ ~ t w ~ . I ~ p U t t h & t n ~ d ~ n  
m d q h n d  prhtimg p' h, which I p i n u  Tromkyie 
l r t e n r u r k . . . 3 ~ ~ J u t p ~ 1 0 ~ ~ 0  ( h M t h k F  
~ ~ ~ ~ ) I m e t ' ~ ~ ~ T r o w k y i P e  
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puaonal marimen& but tbar 1 hilowed the seacbinlg of our. 
leader Trotsky, standing at attention and waiting for orden. 
~ n d  x htm @t then: ' I V ~  NMW, r W- totd by MOY 
connect with the 'Frohlieh Klupfel-Ikilmann' h-m which is 
. do@ wpioattgc and mbvemiw work in the Kuzmtslc Bash.' 
Smfrtlov said: Plop using such big wods a& spy and subversion- 
h ~ '  He wear on: 'What is i t  that t&h you if German mb- 
versio~&u arc to h drawn into thia work.' He puaded  me that 
war no other way. Aeter that mnvcr8ation I m l c d  to 
mnncct with that firm" 
H e  then went on to daaibe his connections with Suoilov, 
the spy Schebato, Floran, Kan, with Stein, a n o h  espion- 
.* agent, with Baumgartner, still another espionage agent 
and others in their wrecking work. 
Shatm then continued to testify: 
"At my auggadon, in a artah plaa w h a r  dynamite wps 
stwrd we mam@ to steal dynamite with the help of tha t d .  
ILPn, and set up our m t  store d dynamite. 
"In r g g f  the start war dhhargcd. PAiners' childFm who were 
e y i n g  not far from cbia plam m e  pmhalrlp digging, and htt 
qmn this dynamite. A tariiic expaodw twk phce" we have 
-bed thb "scddcut*' in C33Ppos 1.1 
*In May, iggs, an attempt was made bg Schelmm m burn 
down the Ktunetsk pdwcr station by ordm of the Germnu in- 
t e l U ~  d o e  and on my instruction. . . . I know further 
from Flom that in the autumn of 1954 he set f i e  to  be 
buntem In pit No. 9. . . . In the Rokopywsk &fiery a room- 
an8.pillar - was put Into e t  without proper @ling in 
of rhe worked upper levels. Tbarrks to that spystem we had 
h d w e r p p e r a n t o f t h e c a a l  insteadoftheusual isto 
to per cmt. hmd.  thanks to this fact, we had in the Pro- 
kopymk fit by the d~ of 1996 around 60 undagrmmd 
firer.. . . 
"ln all the c o l I i u i e e P r o h p y  Anzhera and Lenin-the 
S m h a n w  movement wps aabotagd The ordm was given w get 
on the work-' . B e h e  a worker would teach the plaa 
ofwork heanm* twohuadrod h a t  chemmnagemmt ofthe 
p k  Impdblc  wwkhg mnditi~ons had k n  set up by us. It 
~ h ~ ~ t o ~ n o r m p t w o r k  .... 
"I r a ~ l k t  hat at Pmkopyevsk tbe argimw Boyarshinav 
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[ wau murdcd by a m a d s t  grwp [PIM* 'accident' listed in 
L Chapter I]. Ac waa rntdaed at my order. We reporGsd to me 
that thue wad something wmng in the wnsmctlon work of t ' the mlne. . . . He wanted to mpcn my c p  to &s. I told him ' that I would take note of hin informati-, rhanked him, and , ,  said: 'I am going to report the matm ra the p r o p  stutttwitfm, 17 but you must keep quiet In the mepgDLmR.' Afm that 1 sum- 
d Charpukhin and oorded him to kill the man, and thh 
was done. . . . 
- "In 1934.1 d s d  Fipin, of the Amhero-SUM 
I Dheri~t bmn& of the State Bank, wlw pt cbe bmd cashkr 
I So- to join our oqauhdon sn8 t l q  m k  tQow rublm h m  the hank's ~ [ l u  for pa- d dlp orgmhdon, and 
M the monq o m  to mc. I d i a t r i ~ t b t  m#q" 
I 
The above w only some h 1 W  from the 
testimony of this q u W w  -
For purposa of brwit): we will o d e  the *h 
of Gmhe, the spy, who worked aa an qpht for 
the Cdmdov&an went~m f p g  to ~ggs.  At 'that 
time the C m k w l o m U q  gov-t d i m s &  widt Ws 
semi=, and he betame an agent of the Cmnan espionage 
service. Grashe, who was the cause of the losa of scad of 
lives, tried tu gain the mercy of the court by presenting him- 
self in a virtuous light by saying the foreign intelligence 
chiefs gave his pay (7,m to 8,- Czech kronen) for hh 
miserable work to his mother who lives in Czechoslovakia 
W e  wil1 skin the testimonv of the wretch Sttoilov, who 
became P & espio- 'agent and for purposes & his 
espionage work joined the Trotskyites. H e  asserted that de 
German intelligence swrice made less demands on him for 
wrecking, etc., than ttie Trotskyites did. 
We will also skip the testimony of the defendant Pushin 
who worked under the directian of Ilataichak (the chief 
of the chemical industries of the Soviet Union and who 
caused three explosions with great loss of lives) and handd 
a number of secret documents over to foreign intelligence 
But we must take a moment to characterize, at least 
I 
human beings that it has ever 
to see, the d;eEendanr Rataichak. This 
disturb Piatakov, in fact  
£or destruction. 
cks in the Gorlovka 
one in the Vos- 
W chemid combinat. When asked if he knew the 
nama of his victimsB Be said he didn't bother to 6nd out. 
They included L. F. Kwkin, go years oId, N. I. Mostets and 
, I. Y. Sdnikova, a go-year-old girl, all of them pmicularly 
beloved workers in the plant. In the explo&on in the east 
&amber of the Gorlwka works, the mast pppuh worker 
-in the plant, Luuev, was killed. A y o w g  technician by the 
name of Yudin, who bad in the pmvious year graduated 
the Tomslr Techniarl Institute and was serving. his time 
were killed and 
his way by lies and deceit into one 
in a mmpaign of murder and wredcage against workem 
who eataeatly exerted heir efforts to improve their indus- 
tries and rak the standard of their iiving conditions. 
Thae are the alIies of that devotee of "principle", Leon 
CHAPTER VI 
W E ARE forced to speak at least b r h y  about the re mainirg defendants in h e  trial of the ParalIeI Mter: 
Livshiu, M d o v ,  Drobnis, Bogushvsky, Norkin and 
Arnold. These m u m  were the "aggrieved" group. Most of 
them chimed to have been beefayed by the leaders because 
they were not told about the deals with the foreign powers. 
In at least the case of one of them the complaint turned 
out to be false, that is the case of Livshitt, who up to the 
very day of the trial systematidly and with great energy 
and indignation deniep he had anything to do with the 
foreign espionage servim In the evening d o n  of January 
26, 1937, however, he ame and d d a d :  
"I want to inform court of Cbt 'LoI ld f ig :  At rhe prcIlm- 
1- Invacigatlon f denied . . . *we, with the ~~pmdo11 of 
gmtr inaer emotion] denied o m  of the vtry h d a o ~  thinp 
[another paw] . . . quatiwn of capions~. For rtre mnc mason8 
I denfed at the preliminarp &nation my awnatiom with 
defendnncTtuo&.Imwwanttotetlrbearunmrythingtothe 
end, notwithstanding the fact that tbis h the pwt crime mHed 
acamn to the fatherland. To tcU the owrt that 1 knew of tbh 
o~nnation d KnIasEv aad Tumk with lrgmfl d one of the 
brew powem. . . . I was chid of the Macow-Kumk railway. 
Later I wan apphted histant PsopIcb Conmhhr of Wl- 
my. . . . In 1gg6 he asked IIIC b r  matwid fur the Japan* 
i n t e l l i v  &a. X gam Mm material." 
How many of the others listed in this chapter really did 
Lnaw about mpimage, but d y  bluffed through to the end 
and did not bmak down in court, it is diffmdt to teZl But if 
they were not guilty of espionage, this group of bloody 
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w i n s  were guilty of so many other crimes that it would 
taPR an eternity to atone for them. 
Consider DxobnisI for example. H e  has the appearance 
of h d m ,  the *'bIue-bed" and hi inner character is not 
significantly different. H e  was the director of the explosion 
at the Cenual Mine at Kemerovo in which ten workers lmt 
their lives and fourteen others suffered grave injuries. (This 
is another '*&dent" we spoke of in Chapter I.) In con- 
nection with this explosion, Piatskov had previously said 
"We look into account that in - it bocam+ to 
mmn to wbmak acts, for the prpoae of achi- the wreck- 
ing of plants, cuualda would be i d t a b l e .  We took tbh into 
account a d  cxpautd i t  aa inevItabIe." L I 1  
Drobnis wasn't satisfied with this presentation of Piata- 
kov. Re added: 
"It Is men better if thm are human victim in the mine 
since tbat wlll certainly atousc the anw of the worken and 
tbat k what we d" 
And to protect himself and his -ins should sw 
picion fal1 on them, they decided, accmding to his testi- 
mony in open court in the morning mion of January 45. 
tu: 
"Put tbe whok b b  on mu-- s p i W t 8 . "  
Pnerml~c Jm "Em if thty had nothing to d~ with it?" 
lhmnw "Wd. it gag without saying." 
Or consider the defendant Muralov, an old, hard-boiled 
Trotskyite, a former army o f k r .  When Radek in one part 
of his testimony was saying that their group had to go over 
from the methods of killing one at a time (that is, guerilla 
terror) to organized mam m r ,  and how he, Radek, had 
favored such organid mass terrorI Muralov was asked how 
he s t d  on this question. He answered: 
"I  am not a 'guerilla' lighter a6d have taken measures to 
pm*nt 'guerilla' methods [in his ta-mrist group in Western 
Sibtrial and to have oqanbd planned action." 
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H e s a i d t h i s b o a a t f u l l y i n h h ~ ~ J # u o V y ~  
This did not prevent him from iXL [h #e&# 
court session dJanuary ~ g ,  howeverI to h he 
made to murder the Chafrman of the Csuneil d P e q M s  
C o m m h ,  V. Molotov, in the fulfilment af.orders Be re 
&ved in a letter from Sedov (Trotsky's son) m a936 for 
tenwrist acts against Stalin, UgamvichI VwasbiIw a@ 
Kirov. And the type of that M d o v  is is &t 
from the fact that in his mtimony he stated h t  he wdi srlr- 
prised to hear that Tomsky, Rykov and Bukharia agreed ' 
to .- 
I 
9 h t .  1 mda thrm F a y ,  Bukhrh Pnd Rykw] 
. 111 opportuniso and d y  bsratrse they were oowPrdly psopJc 
.inapable of sharp aedon." 
ThusI to enter the ranks of the wsas&~ of the hidma 
of a pea* is apparently "brauery" in this Tmt&yite 
 hero'^" eye& Hmeva, subsequent evidmoe established that 
Tomsky, Bukharh wi Rykov wtre dm involved up to 
their nech in terrorist d v h y  in separate groups which 
they org;anized and led srs their own. Especiaily Radek's 
wnfmion brought this out 
Norkin waa a budding young Trotskyite superman rrp 
pointed by Fiatakov to head &e Kemenwo combinat con- 
struction trust. In February, 1936, he organized three ex- 
pIosions in an effott to put the state district power station 
our of order, and further explosiom resulted from wing 
coal for burning, which it is dangerous to do at power 
stations. This was done against the prowts of the labor 
inspector with eonsegueat Iom of life. 
'This is the chief subvdve act which I p e r s o d y  ar- 
r i d  out," Norkin said-as if it w m  a mitigating &cum- - 
s tan- 
3Boguslavsky, another of t k  defendan& was a chuaaer 
who in our American idiom "could dish it out, but couldn't 
take it". After being responsible for the murder of srxrnes 
4= 
of devoted workem thia a~oundrel ame before the a u r t  and I 
in a whining voice beggal for his life. He admitted in his1 - 
mtimony More the court in the morning session oE Janu- 
arg a& iggy, that: 1 
*. . . fuIflllrng Tromky'a dirccdves we retumfd to the Party 
in 1ga8 lor the p u p w  of doubldding maneuvering." 
' H e  participated in the attempt to assassinate the secretary 
of the ,Siberiaa territorial district Party Comrqittee, Com- 
rade Eiche. 
' In 1 ~ 3 , "  be mid, "I m t e d  a number of TmtJItyitc wrack- 
ing nudd on railways, OD the Omsk and Tomsk Ilnas." 
H e  mntinued in his testimony to give the same sordid 
picture of wrecking, coId-blooded assassination that had 
been given by the trigger men of the Trotsky-Zinuviev- 
Radek muter-revolutionary gangs. 
In th is and in the previous two chap-, we have hardly 
matched the surface in describing the inhuman and man- 
s- work of this e lqptly styled Trotskyite Parallel 
Center. Nor have we traced each criminal to his crimes, 
nor each aime to all of the criminals involved in it. But 
mainly we have recounted, concerning eaeh one, enough 
to =tiate any hwum being. 
The mplete m r d  of the% aiminal activity i s  con- 
tained in the m p t  of the testimony in the court, as 
well as in the uanscript of testimony in the preliminary 
hearings which occupy uumerous volumes. 
Sitting in court and listening to the mnfessionrr of the 
egomaniars in the dock, one's emotions run a p u t  from 
nausea to anger, d more than once threaten to break 
the bounds of court propriety. 
CHAPER VtI 
HE world by now b o w  the judgment of the mub 
TThineen of the defendants were condemned to be shot; 
three of the defen-ts, W e k ,  Sokohikov and h o l d ,  
were given ten gears each; and Stroilov, eight years. 
But the judgment of the court muId hardly have reached 
the w d t y  of the judgment of the peoples of the Soviet 
Union. Such a wave of indignation as swept the c o u n q  has 
hardlv ever k u  matched, Workers in factdes, mik 
mi&, d i c e  and on the collective Earma met to d-nd the 
death p a l t y .  
The Soviet govenuwmt tried w give simultaneously 
some measure of -just& to the vic t im of tbe #. 
Workers i n j d  4, the disasters were gent to sanatoriums. ' 
The £milies of the men W e d  in the explosions were 
granted momts by the Soviet government ranging from 
g , p  to 4,500 rublea each. Those suffering effects of gas and 
bums were sent to sanatorium with provisions made for 
the care of their families bv the tmderuniom   he wrma- 
-tIy invalided ltiiners wkre put on pmaions w h k  the 
wiva of the deawed miners were sent to XP3Z homers. 
CHAPTER Vlll 
The Road to C o n h i o n  
I N A capitalist world where the "third degree", beatings. torture and similar methods of extorting confessions axe 
used, it is not easy for people to picture to themselves the 
mad which the accused traveled, which led them to codes 
to the murders and their treasonable acts. 
Several of the accused who twk the stand on their own 
behalf have either explained, or stated the facts which &em- 
selves explained, how they came u, eonfw. These explana- 
tiom are of various ategoria. One type is shown by Radeb. 
Radek was a rather unwilIing wit- on th is  subject. 
This was because he had been among the last to c o n k .  
He uied at fimt to present his confession as the result of 
politid conviction. He stated that, with the arrival of 
Trotsky's letter of December, 1935, instructing him on their 
agreement with German fascism and 'Japanese militarism 
and making demands for acts in the Soviet Union in accord- 
ance with thh agmmenc, he began to have doubts as to the 
correctness of the mEIcl they were mveling. He tried to 
p m n t  himself in a better light, saying that the monstrosity 
of working as &a agent of the Nazis began to trouble his 
conscience. (T'his was at the end of three yeam of murder 
and wrecking,) 
The Soviet prowcutor, Vishinsky, was obviously outraged 
by this hypwiticd pretense of Radek's to a virtuous con- 
science. He asked Radek, who was testifying in his own 
behalf, why he did not go to the Central Committee of the 
Party, or to the Department of Internal ABairs of the gov- 
ernment, to tell the uuth and ask help to leave th is path. 
Radek's answer was that he was still wavering on the quec 
tion up to the time of his arrest. 
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V W k y  then a s k d  Radek if, when he was a m e &  
he immdhtdy told the truth, to whi& gadek a h d i d ,  
"No". Vhhimkp then asked bhn whether he had hen asked 
to tell the ttuth in the preliminary Investigation oE'Sepm- 
ber no, ig36. Radek admitted that he had hsaelrsd but 
b t h e b a d r e f d t o d m y t h i n g d h d M e d d l b  
facts M y  in &ce against him. H e  atso admitted *at. 
when SokoIaiLw (a leading c d d e n h t  with R d e k  who 
had at that time already c m f m d }  war brou@' into the 
mom aad told the fact8 about Radek's activity, he, BadRk, 
had U e d  him a liar and he denied his guilt. He did r h  
same to Tivel, Friedlad and other terrorists who waked 
directly under Radek's instructions. This prowss was re- 
peated with other prisoners who had c o n f a d  Vh&mky 
then asked him in court: Do you now admit h a t  it was 
you, Welt, who were lying. in the preliminary invest ip 
I tion? To this Radeg answered, 'Ya, I admit it". 
In tbe e=mnhtion, it came ou_t quite dearly that Radek 
rtaisted mnfexiqg he 4ew w b t  8estenm.hd been 
'I meted out to Zinwhv-Ummm but tbat he finally ammved 
to the point of deasion, not asentiaUy by any politid 
wavering, but because the inveritigation ipto hip a a i v i t k  
was a0 thorwgh, and the infunnation unearthed and sup- 
plied by the other defendants so completely expod  him, 
that the only way he wuld hop for any "fad' in court was 
to confew, everything and try to b- it our. 
Rdek did not make a coafesrsion mtif December, about 
' three months after his m a t .  
Boguslavsky, who was one of those who organid tbe 
exphion at m v o  which killed ten Q O ~  and 
maimed fourteen, had been among the first to *onfew. H e  
said that he began to waver as to their politid program 
early in 1936. 
W w," he dseQ*ed. '3 waa oMigrcd to undmmd tha1 
w ~ b ~ b y ~ w w k e r a n d m l l r e d v e h z m s P l o o u ~  
awntrg-wbpr tbb L dl ltading to. W e  wmc 3 m d n g  n the, 
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phdorm of the Impodbitfty of building aottalism in one mun. 
tiy. Whg Lbe m d  d lerror and wrecking. and dtotdd haw 
thought what are we intending to build if not d i m ,  for ' 
lhere cxial-onIg sofialim and c9pitalh." 
In, the first eight days after his arrest, ~ogusla&k~ said, 
these doubts b&md him still more, egpedaliy when he 
mmmkred the scores of workers who had been murdered 
d maimad through his term& activity. A d  PO he finally 
made a partial confession. 
Wen 3 o p h v s k y  took the stand on the third day of 
the trial (after Piatakw and Radek bad already testified), 
he spoke in a rage against Piatakw sad Radek, amusing 
them of having hidden part of their program. H e  dramati- 
cally pointed to them and shouted: 
"They alteady stated here that they partfcuIarly eonccald 
Trotsky's hat imtruetfo~, mmitewived in I%, telling n o w  about 
this-including myself," 
Bogtdawky tried to convince the court that he had al- 
ready begun to waver but did not leave the twrorists be- 
- he did not know Trotsky's full program. All facts, 
however, point to this-Boguslavsky, as well as the rest of 
the accused, rdized after their arrest t h t  ttie jig ww up 
and mmequet~tly made full ebnfessiom: One muslt rimem- 
ber that the p p l e  who are on trial here ate Trotskyites of 
anywhere frnm h e  tu ac lkast fifteen years standing. Bogus- 
lavsky was a Trotskyite dnce rgng. 
Vishinsky asked BogmJavaky, as well as othen, whecher 
they confessed of their own free will, or was there any type 
of pmmm upon them They all denied pressure. 
Norkin. another of the assassins at Kemerovo, now on 
trial, who had already k e n  tried previously at Novosibirsk1 
was asked why he did not make his eohfmiw at his fmt  
trial. He said it was bemuse he stir1 hoped for the suwss 
of the group. H e  pointed out that the c p k l  Phtalcov had 
written an article im ha&, Ieadiq paper in the U.S.S,R, 
condemning the Kamenev-Zinwiev-Trotsky group in their 
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I hittri&thoughhewaoonedics&i&bmW.N~ mid &at he u ~ t o o d  the ro'k .r to all the krmrh~ at i l l  not m t e d  that * m . W  @ maam to continue the struggle". H e  understood th mi& to m- thac  these not m t e d  s h o d  not ape &endm ahodd wen publicly join the indignation ' q a h t  >.their miuthd partners, but should continue the work . I 'With Wa 1111demmdlag e l  Pya-# mn NorLin &- 
c l a d  'l kept on w Iong w pmxible." 
I 
V W m k y  hen  asked him: 
"Why did yw a p k  up?" 
" B s e a t w e t h m ~ a ~ a r r s w m d N o r l t l n . ' l t i s e a a i a r ~  
-lain that, than to explain why I d d  mot sptab." VWmky 
then asked him theff any pmmw brought upon hh, 
sudi au, maybe, he "waa not amq$~ W. or the p p k  '
who a r m t d  him ware mu@ wftbizh, e W '  "On tht mvsrp," 
N&a dd, "I: waa very  am^ .and It made mp 
f c e l d l r h e m m ~ ~ o C r b e o ~ t i w I g o t , t h e  
of t4e mple F , e  me. I auld ga anything 
I wanred tO at. It w a ~  ipgf thatL  ork kin d d ,  "I began to 
umkmtmd h t  f t  was wdm to clmdnue on tht old liar. XU - 
evmtsmademethhkitwer:' 
Then there was Muralov, obvioply a hard-boiled person, 
many years ago a r m m a a m -  of the Moscow Military DiQ- 
trict. Vishhsky asked him h d  he had been treated during 
the inverstigatim, and "whg,: after fqhw against the P q  
since I~PS, did you decide nfm all cb &e tatimony? Why, 
dter eight monthsths after your did p u  keep dimt, 
I denyingwerytbjng?'' ld& +ci ahat. hp *$pd been treated 
in a very polite mapnet': a d  den **'in p t  &mil, 
answering the d p+-t of Vidhky's  q w t h  
" I w a r m p y ~ l  w a s h a m  -7: a h J  was 
J l y e y s a v ~ r r p d o s t ~ o f T r o ~ ' s a a d , ~ y ~ i t  
tr! give Trot47 awy. Finally, X W4pI to and 
r c v e a l a U b & w X ~ ~ ' t h a t , w i t h t h e # ~ l l m c d ~ ~  
X m a  faliiri& u d k r  the b k  af #rm#r-d~~utIoa . . . 
Tbis frightened me terribIy. . . . I am rrM Wnd md su& a 
4 9 .  
bmtk hit  I could no1 ra the truth ahout the impwvtment in 
ooaditlonr. 1: said to mydf  m 1 y  eight m t b a  after ,my m t  
that it i a  mcegmy ta mbdt lo the Intaesh of the state Fr 
which I had fought." 
The truth is that even now dl is not yet told This was 
shown at one session of the court when Livahirz, one of the 
defendants, a m c  to tell the incident we have m y  re- 
ported; that there was one thing that he had concealed 
up till now. "It was such a low dirty piece of work *at I 
could not get myself GO admit it, but now I want to say to 
the court that I want to cell waything." Livshitz then re- 
v d d  that, in his post as Vim -of Railroads, he 
had turned over to Japnese spiw through Kniazev, auotber 
of the defendauts who was comemd with the Japanese 
earpionage d c e ,  detailad materid about the position of 
the mdraada d tIaeir sewiceability for military purposes. 
Most of rhe Menhts trid to amvi'nce the murt that 
they condessed -use of waverings concerning the program 
of their group. By bringing out the history of the codes- 
dons the a& prosecutor, Vihiasky, showed the h y m s v  
of such p r e m  
There is no doubt but that the letters Trotsky sent his 
EoUowm, in which he sgid that "poverty is bound to in- 
mas& and that 'industry will  not grow" in the Soviet 
Union, when they cDuld BCC that the contrary was in fact 
true, undoubtedly began to undermine their faith in their 
leader. That this, however, did not change them.basically 
can be seen from this-they all m n f d  that up until the 
moment af their amst thq. continued committing murder, 
arson and wrecking. . 
These Trotskyite munter-mol&ionaria, who could dish 
out murder and commit e s p i v  as light-minddy as they 
would throw away an old ah=, now that their counter- 
revolutionary - were over, when they were arrested. 
like the rats they were, a& bopad to save himself while 
their ship was sinking. 
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CHAPTER IX 
The Conduct of the Ttiel 
T HE uial was marked by the utmost fairness of p m  cedure, a i d  to help the accused make any defense 
they wanted u, and to bring any necessary facts. FoUowing 
the d i n g  of the indictment, each of rhe d was 
asked how he pleaded. One after another they rose and mid: 
"Yes, I admit my guilt." Immediately upon dl ing  of the 
me, Chid Justice UKch announ& the names of the 
members of the court and asked all p-t whether &ey 
have anything to say to disqualify the competence of the 
mun UIrich then addressed each accusd separately asking 
whether they had receivd and read the i n d i e a t .  When 
each replied in the ahnative, he asked each one again 
separately whether they wanted to be defended by counsel.- 
Only three of the defendants announced they had choaen 
counsel, the rest declared they would de€end themselves. 
Thereupon the Judge instructed the defendants as to their 
tights. 
He said every one of the accused would bave the right to 
put qumtions to wimesses or to any of the other defendants 
in addition to the right to make the 6nd speech after all 
evidence was in. Also that every ddendanr wouId have the 
right to make a second conduding speech after the Prose- 
cutor's s u n m q  which would give the defendants the last 
word in the trial. Above all, that all the & had the right 
to speak fully and freely and without hindrance in the 
came of the trial. They could refuse to answer any ques- 
tion put to them and even the court coyld not force them 
-to answer. The attomeya bad their usual rights. With this 
made cle Jredge Ulrich announced the list of wi- 
and asked the defendants xvhether they wished to add wit- 
nmm to the list. 
This 'entin procedure, ao dmmcmistic of proletarian 
justice i d  unknown to eapilatist courts such as in tbe 
United Stam, avoids the use of lawyers' tridsa in the conduct 
of the trial and mum that the m e  will be decided on its 
own meriu. Attorneys on both sides then stipulated with 
the judge as to the order in whi& witnestmi were to be 
d e d  
1 
Most of the fmt session was taken up by Piatakw, who 
was the h r  of the xawd to be c d k L  He s e e  freely 
for a whole day. Frequently he spoke for considerably more 
than an how with but few quedltim from the pmecutor, 
dthe~ofthtsefewwasto&ifyaomeobsrnrrestam 
menu in the course of Piatakw's testimony. Both he and 
the proeieeutor £requently called upon one or another of 
rbe accused to corroborate or deny statements made in which 
they were involvd Occasionally the accused themselve 
interrupted the proceedings to volunteer or to challenge 
statements, all this being freely allowed by the court. 
Judge Ulrich; a round-faced, dignified, kindIy appearing 
man of about fifty, spoke in short busincslike senten- 
to guide the procedum. The mnduct of the presiding 
judges and the prosecvtor strikes the eye of an h e r i m  
particularly by the hct that there is a complete absence of 
an ammphere of of6cioumes9, "bulldozing" or moral pres- 
sure. In the k t  maion, the sum total of remarks of the 
presiding judge and his two associateo did not consume 
more than three to five minutes. 
State Attorney V b k y  is a tall, i m p d v e ,  scholarly 
looking man. H e  spoke in a soft pleasant voice and acted 
with utmost consideration toward the a c d .  For example, 
when Piatakov had spoken for about a half bur, codas- 
ing to the most contemptible deeds which would stir the 
bIood of every decent person, Vishinsky not only appeared 
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d o n s  of the court, which were held in the "October Room" 
of the Moscow H o w  of Trade Unions, were Ued with 
spectators, including American and ather ambassadors and 
- assistants, foreign cmmpondents from numerous n m  
p a p  and news agencies as well as rqpresmtatives of the 
Soviet p m ,  and Soviet citizens, 
The accused came into the courtroom 9s a p u p ,  but 
none looked toward the spectatops. They had their eyes 
fixed on the+ float or at distant points on the ceiling or 
walb. There seemed to be no cordiality among -them. Even 
during remu they hardly had anything to do with one 
another. It was not until mast of the indictment had been 
read, when the courtrwrm was thoroughly a M  in the 
reading, that some of the accmd b k e d  &mat, apparently 
for familiar faces. 
.rr- 1 1  1 " -. -r .sra y l i r r a v r  r ~ 8 - m ~ -  q-s* I t-ulr I 
I , - , -  . , < , .' I ~ ~ ~ I : , ~ ~ . : . ~ , ~  1 q 1 a  I* , I h t r .  ,-.+ * , & .  
I 
EPILOGUE 
N INTENSE historical moments, such as revolutionh 
or wars, people's emotions go far deeper than normally. 
- Humae beings rise to the greatest heroic heights. Some- 
times they sink to the lowest aca. 
It is only so that we can understand the revolt 
against Caesar's legions twenty centuries ago; thc times 
I muld produce a Jesus, but dm a Judas. It is only so that 
we can understand how our American Revolution could I produce Thomas Pahe and Tho- JefFenon, but also 
h e d i c t  Arnold; how the French Revolution could pro- 
duce a Manat, but also a Foucbe; how the struggle to lib 
erate the slaves could produce a John Brown, bur also the 
makers of a Dred Scott decision; how the revolution of the 
Spanish people a@inst the monarchy could produce Dolorer 
' lbarruri (La Pasionaria), but dso Franco. 
We must say, however, that among those who have fallen I 
the lowest the Trotskyites hardly have a peer. 
There are super6cid phrase-lovers who repeat the old + 
trite unmth "that the revoIution devours iu children". I This is false. The history of Radek, Piarakov. Kamenev. 
. , 
I Zinmiev and Trotsky is the history not of the children, but 
- of the enemies of the revolution. Lenin, on the eve of the 
Revolution in November, 1917, was Eorced to d~aracterizc 
Kamenev and Zinwiw as "scabs" and "traitors" because I 
at the critical moment, although they were members of th.: I 
Central Committee of the Communist Party, they desertetl 
their p t 3  and wrote artides in the hostile press kuaying 1 - 
the Party and its decisions to the enemy. Many times h n i n  
characterized Trotsky as a "shameless liar", as "Judas 
Trotsky" and as a follower of the "adventurist path,  as a 
"vacillating petty bourgeois", as a "man of intlated phrases", . , 
. as a "doubledealer of the lowest order". 
I 
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In a speech in the s p h g &  I&@* t h e ' d l j x i  
"Lefts"-BuUmin, P i a W *  ~ 5 , . a d b '  Wmkw-Lab, 
with his wonderfuf and rare imi@ewatheda-kbt: rheir 
tactics ~IE thoue of the "tooh oof i r n p e t W i ~ ~ ~ t i m ' ~ 1  
Out of thirty-five years' connection I&& the labor move+ 
ment in Rwia, Trmky fouet  the C b h m f i t s  fru>mdae 
outside for twenty-nine yeam. Xn ~gl'y, w W  rhe BW~MWW 
were becoming victorious, Trotsky joined them, 
his doubtful atmptil of publicity (with which he 
Iy vilified the Bolshevilrs) to advertise h i e l f  wwJ+*a 
Bolshevik leader. For six years fo1I-ing, he was m y  
connected with the Communists, But there was not a dqgk 
period duxing this time, however* that hc was not in L 
struggle e n s t  the Cbmmunirt P&y. 
Immediately Trotsky and his group joined the COW- 
mudst Party, b i n  and the Communist leaders, hop* 
to win them over to more active participation in real Com- 
munist work and to enconrage them to abandon their 
previous false paition, gave thtm leading p t s  in the 
movement. Immediately, however, Trouky began to or- 
ganize against Lenia. In rgl8, he fought againsr Lenin for 
making peace at 3mt-Litwsk. In the coum of the dvil 
war, with the Machiavellian gestures which always chap 
acrerized his conduct, he ordered several scope d officers 
shot on the Tsaritsin front in October 'Tn order to rees- 
tablish discipline". The order, of course, was count* 
manded. Numerous tima Camrade StaEim and others on 
behalf of the Central Committee had to intervene to 
countermand T m k g ' s  orders during the rieil war. 
That L a i n  never trusted Troaky ean be seen from the 
fact that in appointing the committee to organhe the wve 
lutianaq uprising, Trotsky (who now writes numerous 
1 volumes to prove that he was the leader of the revolution) 
: was never wen chosen by the Communist Central Com- 
mi ttee. During M n ' s  life, following the redutibrt, he h d  
to fight Tmtslcy on almost every qmtim b t  m. When I 53 
b i n  died in January, 19~4, Trotsky thought t h i s  was 
#'hi4 &an&. He began an unpmxdented campaign of 
factionalism and .viliEimtion against the old Bolshwiks in 
an indecent m d  uajustified mania for power. The sruuggle 
of Tromky against b i n  d h e  old BoIsheviks began in 
1903. The harm that Trotsky has done ta the world labor 
movement since that time is evident at every point where he 
appeared 
Karl Radek struggled against b i n  beginning with the 
eve of the war, In the paper B m  Tagwacht, writing 
under the name of ParabeIIum, in ~ g ~ g ,  he fought Lenitt 
for defending the right of nations to &determination. On 
this question Radek had the support of Piatakov and Bu- 
kharin. Lenip wrote at that time that Radek "offem help 
to the imperiaIists8'. H e  chmmrized Radek as "a hypo- 
critical adherent of the prinGPle of equal rights to na- 
tions". 
During this uial, Radek, in trying to explain how he 
came to his conclusion to we tef~~tbrn, cited the lessons of 
the S h  Fein uprising in Ireland. But he forgot to say that 
he had all4 the glorious Easter, 1916, uprising of the 
Irish a "putsch" (thia organizer of assassins) and Lenin had 
estimated W e k ' s  -ria about this struggle for Irish 
independence as "m9nstmus on m u n t  of his w k ' s ]  
doctrinarism and pedantry''. Radek was opposed to the 
Party ever since the revoIution on the Brest-Litovsk peacc 
question, the trade union question, on the New Fxonomic 
Policy, on indwvialization and collectivization and on 
building socialism. Radek helped Paul Levy to fight Clam 
Zetkin in the German Party in 1929, for which he wab 
condemned at the Thirteenth Conference of the Com- 
munist Party of the Soviet Union in January, 1924. 
This same m y  codereace condemned Radek for ftirtin~ 
with German fasdsts, especially Count Reventlm, at thar 
time one of their figures. Radek had hailed the faseisl Leo 
Schlageter as a national German hem. Schlageter had blown 
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up t d n s  in the R* dwiw .she Fmnda -pation. It 
later tumd out that Wdagemp w q  a6spy0wbb got moncy 
b o t h f m m t h t ~ d t M - W i p ~ ~  
vim. Radek'~ sympathy to spits and hckt13 dam not rrean 
to be a0 recent, after dl. 
Nor am Piacakov by any suletch af the imqhatIon be 
mgdedasanold Bolshevik. Hewasthesmof~pap&tm 
o f a m g a r ~ y w h o ~ h i s p o L i t i d a c t i v i ~  asan
Anarchist. He, too, joined with Radek B u U a h  
o h m  in rhe gaggle against Lienin on the national q- 
tion. Piamkm mwe a pamphlet againat l a i n  on the nor- 
tional question abut twenty years ago which Lenin dw- 
a c t w h i  as a "caricature of Marxism". Lenin wrote at that 
time that Piatakov "didn't undersmd Marxian! at all", 
that Piatakov "*desm& to the level of a petty bou~geou', 
that thw is "nothing but confusion in dl his reaming'', 
that he is "inapbIe of logicat thinking", that his "vim 
on the national question is a -tical, nascmical chauv- 
inist view". His areer from then an approximately pard- 
I& that of Radek. 
Drobnis, for example, who posed as an old Bolshevik, 
did not fail to join every single p u p  that was created 
against the Party in his ca-. He was a supporter of thc 
"Left" Communists. H e  joined the antE-Party group which 
styled itself "Group a£ Demoaatic Centdim". H e  had 
twice previously been expelled frrnn the Communist Party. 
Unfortunately, the Party was iduwced by his d i l e  
,wars to take him back. 
bkolaikov fought against the Party as early as q e n ,  he 
op@ the foreign trade monopoly atmd wrote a lengthy 
chds three yeam later proving that it is impwible to build 
industry in the Soviet Union. 
, H e  advtmted at the Fourteenth Party Co- in tbe 
U.S$.R held December, r gqj, that the Sovia Union should 
limit itself to exporting qridtuxal prwlum and import- 
% f- eqgpment. I t  should adopt r "division of labor 
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ia h e  world m c  system" where the Soviet Union ac- 
cepts the role of aa agrarian hinterland LO the capitalist 
world. Stdin calIed t b i a  the "Dawe~ Plan" for the U.3.S.R 
Stdin fought that the Soviet Union should not only make 
calico with imp& machinery, but should manufacture 
the machinery id. Sokolnikov o p p d  this. 
Arnold gave the imp- in court of being a semi. 
skilled idiot who mntinually explained his actions by a 
desire to "'get up into higher sdety", 
Mttrdov was a lot stubborn and a good deal stupid, who 
measured everything by whether he established himself as 
a braw man or a d He cnnfcssed that Trotsky's 
"aslsh" completely crtptured him. 
Their allies in the Z i n o v i e ~ - ~ n w  center are of a 
similar stripe. We have already spoken about their waver. 
i n p  In ig 17 when faced with the revolutim which brought 
them to the amp of the enemy. It was ironic LO see that in 
their pleas More t h ~  corn they urged demency M u s e  
they had doubts-they were not really firm Trotskyites. 
Thus they wavered when conhnted with the revolutioli 
and they w a d  when codnmted with the counte~revo- 
lutioo, and out of thtxe w a v m h p  they tried to forge a 
platform from whi& to mqgle for paver. 
These are the "old Bolsheviks"-the "oid Bolsheviks" over 
whbm the worst haters of Bolsheviks, the Right-wing reac- 
tionary leaders d the Second International and the Socialist 
Parties, are uying to set up such a howl. The defendants, in 
their p h  for mercy, redled their twenty and thirty y e w '  
participation in the movement. Unfortunately. it  is true 
that many of them were in or near the movemcnt for that 
length of time, h t  they £orgot to say that they were in the 
movement as thorns in its side, not as supporters. Some d 
them gained atmaion for a while because they s d  within 
the circle of the brilliant light shed by the genius LeDin. 
What brought hate elemcnta to such a conclusion? Many 
writera of the unpdit id bouqpis literary type have t r i d  
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'C to explain the actibns af' &"dCfadd.ho on a pqdm ' lagid basis The only p a y c t d ~ ~ t i a ~  one a n  
find ia al l  the defendants is Ldr M€$& e @ m A  M+ 
that is a sort of explanation. But a'- Wt&i p w i d  fok 
explaining their actions if theit politid Troteky 
put f o d  the thesis that the Soviet. - is * 
"Thermidorian mgime", that is, a gcw-a a& 
cording to' him, has no mass support behiud it arid .whW1 
holds power by sheer force. The action of the masaes >d tlic 
Soviet Union in connection with this trislr has p l y  
answeml this idiotic dumny. 
But with such an estimate of the worked and farmers' 
government in the US.S.R, to what andusions mukl he 
have come as to the tactia he should we against the U.S. 
S.R? W e  don't have to guess these codwiorns. 
H e  now tries to deny that he issued instructiom for the 
t m r i s t  acts. He needs only to read his own miserablu 
apology for a newspaper that he published, the New Mili- 
tant (issue of May g, 19361, where he himself wrote ap- 
. provingly and in defense of terrorism against the Soviet - 
Union as follows: 
- ' The  termha of recent ymm am recruited exelusively brrm. 
amnag che Soviet youth, €mm the ranks of the Y-, and the 
Party. While utmly impotent to m1w tlmc tash which i t  W 
iWf, individual tcnw, bowewr* L oE a e  p t m t  symptomatit 
importaaa b#-aw i t  Ebaracmhw the $haqua of rhe antap 
' " ~ b a w c e a t k b u r e a ~ c r o c y P a d t h c * ~ o f r h e  
111 ppk ,  mpia11y the )"oungcr gpleration. Temrism in the 
I uagic aupplancnt of ~~ 
Y - 
Can anvone doubt that the words w m  wrirwn in the 
expeati& and to prepare all people for the public an- 
nouncement of the f u l h e n t  of the seaet instructions for 
assasshatiom that he issued and that hi satellit= attempted 
to execute? 
A journal of one of the Trotskyist group in France, The I Commune, publish& a series of articles d l ing tor the 
military defeat of the U.3S.S.R In io number of Demnber 
18, TItc Communr to end "whatever waverings 
there a'' in thia regard. The Trotskyites attempt to sug- 
p t  to t&~ French workers the idea that the U.SS.R is just 
such an imperialist country as the others, and therefore, 
in the smgg1e against the U.S.S.R., "all means are per- 
missible''. 
Tmmky in Mexico cIaims he a n  prove his innocence. 
JE that i~ so, it is his duty to return to the k t  workem' 
xepublic to do so. Dimitmff, when falsely accused in Bul- 
garia, did not hesitate to offer to return-and Bulgaria has 
a fawist, not a workelst government. But Trorsky is Iyinq. 
He know he is guilty and therefore will never voluntatily 
return. 
How ahafl we American workem understand this trial? 
First of all, this was a trial of t h ~  most monstrow mim- 
inah. They murdered: ten miners dead, and fourteen 
wounded at K-0; ten children dead in thc same re- 
gion, blown to bits by dynamite, planted at the opening 
of the mine, which prematurely exploded; twenty-nine Red 
Army men killed, and twenty-nine wounded at Shumikha 
station; the murrler of B o y a d b w  at Prokopievsk (former 
wrecker who was reg~nerating himself for the sake of his 
country and hi family) b u s e  he first warned that the 
n-US mastrophic addents were the work a£ the 
wreckem. 
There has not yet been time to compile a complete list 
of casuaitiei resulting fmm the aimes to which they con- 
fessed during the trial. The attempt on the life of Molotov: 
the accumulation of 50,m,ooo rubles worth of raw ma- 
terials at aidin@, to prwent the operation of industry; the 
fifteen deliberately wgaaiPed wm&, and the 1,590 minor 
w ~ I  resulting from sabotage, such as sending out loco- 
motives with faulty pnwtue gauges so that h m o t i v e  
engineers were blown to bits by exploding boilers. 
Thq  robbed: i6qm rubles from the bank at Anzhero- 
fl 
P+ 
They conmirtcd upiauga: not & &&g i&- 
tion for G e m  and J a p w  s- ky~$ m, 
apbions and wrecking activitb, which b 
om deaths, at the request of t b c  ~ p y  chi*. 
They cotrpmitrcd treasa: their M e m r  C e W  & q ~  
agreeamtar with the Japah- and German @mbkuW,* 
thepmitionofthe~ov-ietU~forthepn~Qf~ 
m i o m  to foreign csrpitalism, for the return of capid@ hQ 
the U S S R  They agreed to a &a of treasonable 
in time of war, Wuding the destruction of military mains  
,. a d  the bfeaiaa of the Red Armp with bacteria in the 
event af the outbreak d war* 
This waa indeed a trial of the zrlost moqsmus crimhlx 
- This rk the fairest of all triub, as we have alresrdy 
&own. 
whosetrial:ppas~? 
This war a trial for the international working class. 
This was a trial against the u a y Y  trinity of M t  
the* tooh, the mudems, dedved and p0: 
l i t id  intriguets, who aimed to strerigahen the enemies of 
the workers of every country in the world. They hid W 
srimrs and ammitmen*~ from tbeir own  follow^ in the 
U.S.S.R. and a b d  Even h e  defedans, who were near 
the Ieadea accused their central commit- and the ledem 
L of the central committee admitted that tbq hid some of 
their aims, connections and commitments from their fd- 
Lowers in their own organisatioru. 
They d their followers abroad in an &rt to disrupt 
and spit the Mmr movement of all countries, to p m a t  
united working dass action. to prevent a PeopIers F m t ,  
with demagogy, h w y  and ''Leftist" phrases, to awes 
with a tmokmmen their intrigues with the Nazis and with 
the mi1i-ts. They m i t e d  many doubtful ele- 
ments to heir x m h  who haye done great ham to the infer- 
bs 
national labor mwemwt. This has brm proved by incm- 
trwertibft ewidcnce in court. 
They tried to h p r  the defense of Spain; they tried LO 
bring back capitalism to the Soviet Union. While pretend- 
ing &at they considered impomible the building of social- 
ism in the Soviet Union, they orpized as yet uncounted 
against the &ofis of @ workers and farmers to 
buiId their sodalist industry and agriculture. They in- 
trigued against the unity of Socialist, Communist and work- 
ers of other beIieh of the entire world. They aided the most 
1 
reactionary leaders among the Socialists, who were also 
'I 
opposed ro world working c h s  unity and who now are 
protecting h e  Trotskyist murderers, to prevent unity of 
the workers of the Semnd and Third Internationals. 
The struggIe against these criminals is not only the con- 
ceru of the Soviet workers; it is the concern of the Amerian 
workem and oE the workers of the entire world. 
This was indeed a trial against the enemim of the inter- 
national proletariat. 
This w a  a trial against fascism. 
It was first of all a trial to prevent the use of the methods 
of fascism-mr, m i n a t i o n  and murder-as poli t i d  
-Po= 
This was a trial against the alliance of a secondary un- 
holy trinity-Trotsky in the employ of Hess; Hess in alIianw 
with Rosenberg; Rasenberg, the employer of Hearst. 
These criminals tried to prwent the spread of Soviet 
demacracy by committing terror and making exercise of 
the great democratic mw Soviet Constitution di5cuIt. They 
smuggIed fascist agents in to the Soviet Union. This has been 
proved in court. 
In many countries, including the U.S. (as shown in the 
' I 
Sacramento, California, uial of 1935). they incited their 
followers to cooperate with the police and victimid smm 
of workers. They tried, and sometimes s u d e d ,  in dis- 
rupting the united front against fascism, especially joining 
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the SQdJbt Paty for this p u m  
mule u h n a  as they did with 4 e  
They agreed with the German fascists 
French W s m  in order to weaken 
it possibIe for the Nazis quickly to 
- mission and then to concentrate their 
Soviet Union. Let those who prattle about the "prestige 
the Soviet Union being hurt by chis trial" remember that 
the US.S.R showed up powerful, true and just by the p m  
d n g s - t h e  intrigues of the hidst -rs, espfxially 
Germany and J a p ,  were exposed in the U.S.S.R, and all 
cpuntries for the sinister and threatening menace they are. 
This was a trial for democracy. 
The million5 of workers in the factories, mines and aces  
who sufEered bemuse of the aetivitia of these contemptible 
criminals; tbe dead and maimed victims of their crimes; 
the wives and children who have beat widowed and or- 
phaned by th& murderers, are all stern evidence as to who 
I suffered by the Trotskyite activities. 
I The workem honestly toiled to make their industries 
I better rn that they could raise their own standard of living 
. and strengthen the country as a whole, only to have their 
efforts h m t e d  by a few epmanim. 
This trial has established that the &a of revolution have 
not cooled, that they will burn out the Trotskyist con- 
ception that masses exist only to exhalt their e p  and 
fulfil their counter-revolutionary, maniacal hunger for 
power; that che masses are not animals or manum which 
exist only to Serve them, but that, on the contrary, the 
wunuy and aIT it b belongs to the m w ,  a d  that neirher 
state nor industry nor anything else shall be changed by 
intrigue, "puts&" or the terrorist activities of a small hand- 
ful of vnspirators. The faas brought out in this trial 
proved that Trotsky made his usual mistake of overes- 
timating Txotsky and underestimating the maws. 
This was a trial against the attempt of the Trotskyites to 
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strmghcn the position of German h d s m  and Japanese 
impcrIalism @mt that of world demoaacy. This kos be# 
p v c d  in court. 
This was a trial to defend rhe democracy atablished by 
the new M e t  Constitution against the efforts of the Trot- 
skyites to institute their own rule of terror. 
This wdts a t&l against war. 
It was a trial against the &rts of the Trotskyites to 
make the U.S.S.R. an ally of Japan to attack America, 
against their agreement with the Japanese militarists and 
the Nazh to partition the U.S.S.R. by war, against Trotsky's 
b e  conception that after the war to partition the U5. 
S.R. they must then rely upon a second world war between 
the fascist countries and the democratic countries, by which 
the Trotsky regime will benefit. His conception of war after 
war, stll to gratify his lust for power and his aims to fulfil 
his mun ter-molu tionary propam, was given tremendous 
blowa by this trial. 
It waa a trial against leaving China, Czechoslovakia and 
o h  weaker countries at the mercy of fascist aggression; it 
was a trial against the Trotskyist elforts to weaken the army 
of peace, the Red Armp of the Swiet Union; it was a trial 
to strengthen the united front against war, which the Tmt- 
skyices uied to disrupt. 
This was a m'al of the triumph of socialism. 
Dmpite everything they did, socialist economy, poIi tics and 
&a1 welfare are triumphant. Their efforts to bring back 
capitalism to the U.S.S.R. have ended in disastrous failure for 
them. The very industries they tried to disrupt have made 
tremendous props .  
Trotsky wrote in his letter to his agents in the Soviet 
Union that the railrods must collapse, but during 1935 
alone railroad car-loadings rose from 57,000 in January to 
75.000 in December, and railroad loading pIm were fuI fil led 
on an average of approximately 113 per cent. In 1936 they 
reached dose to tpo,ooo cars loaded each day. 
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Despite the widespd wm&ap and terror in the cod 
1 and coke industry, -t 1#d- haQ 80 -far 
triumphed that, in the tw yema from 1905 to wh 
. pmduction rose from a daily oilrput b 8 @  tons to 49,p 
tons daily, and a daily output of @,po tom in the coal 
industry to gBg,goo tons. 
So it is with every branch of indns- those which 
the Tmtskyitcs a5d to wredr. 
This Trotsky.Rdek-Zinoviev group whole or in 
has oppsed the Smiet government and the Comm-t 
Party on every important question that has arisen ha the 
bt twenty and more years of the IIfe of the R d a n  people, 
and on each question thq have been pnwen wrong. 
Yet, at every turn of events, they fought for power on a 
platform b d  on their own wa-, errom and mis- 
As against thew elements, which have always been a thorn 
in the side of the Ruafian people in their mu& to a better 
life, the Communist Party, led by Stalin, the best pupil of 
Lain, has achieved the triumph of ~ ~ m .  With these 
counter-molutionaria cleaned out of the important' poets 
into which tbey managed to sneak in Soviet U, the p p l e s  
of the US.S.R wU now be able to march forward much 
more rapidly to wen greater achkvunenrs than they have 
gained up till now. 
The ~ l e  of America, opposed to his vicious intrigues 
- with the fascists against the U3.S.R and against his alliance 
with Japanese militarism for war on the American people, 
must not d a  passive but eliminate TroEeky and his 
agents root and branch out of Ameria 
The peoples of the world must in each country stand 
vigilantly against fasdam and the t d s  of fascism. Fas- 
cism can only be defeated if its agent Trotsky is defeated. 
That must be done for p-, better life, peace and free- 
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